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FORWARD ANGLE QUASI-FREE PROTON-NEUTRON ANALYZING POWERS AT 0.8 GeV

by

Martin Lynn Barlett

ABSTRACT

As the first step in determining the nucleon-nucleon
scattering amplitudes st small momentum transfers at 0.8 GeV,
quasi-free p + n and p + p analyzing powers were obtained at
laboratory scattering angles from 6° to 32.9° by scattering 800 MeV
polarized protons from a liquid deuterium target. Forward
scattered protons were detected by the High Resolution Spectrometer
(HRS) while recoil neutrons and protons were detected in
coincidence with the event detected with the HRS by i 5 x 5 array
of sclntillators. A thin scintillator placed between the target
and the array enabled discrimination of recoil particle type and
facilitated the simultaneous measurement of both pn and pp
analyzing powers. A comparison of the results with previously
measured free pp and np analyzing powers shows excellent agreement
between the free and quasi-free pp analyzing powers. Poorer
agreement is seen for the pn analyzing powers. The results of
phase-shift analyses are presented in order to study the effects of
the quasi-free analyzing power measurements on the determination of
the pn scattering amplitudes. Amplitudes obtained from the
phase-shift analyses are then used in KMT calculations. The
results indicate that further nucleon-nucleon measurements are
necessary in order to unambiguousl;1 determine the nucleon-nucleon
amplitudes at 800 MeV.
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CHAPTER 1

PURPOSE AND MOTIVATION OF THE EXPERIMENT

INTRODUCTION

A considerable amount of work on p + nucleus plastic

scattering at 0.8 GeV has shown that analyses of the data are

capable (In principle) of providing detailed information about

(1-5)
ground state neutron density distributions. This is not

surprising since the deBroglie wavelength (A = h/p) of an 800 MeV

proton is about 0.85 fm and is comparable to the internucleon

"spacing" (~ 1.8 fm) of nuclear matter. The analyses are done in

terms of microscopic proton-nucleus scattering theories, such as

(6)
the multiple scattering theory of Glauber or the optical

O)
potential formalism of Kerman, McManus, and Thaler (KMT). In first

order, both approaches reoaire as input the free nucleon-nucleon

scattering amplitudes and the proton and neutron density

distributions of the target nucleus. Thus, to empirically

determine neutron densities, the nucleon-nucleon scattering

amplitudes and the proton density distribution of the target

nucleus must be known. The proton densities can be determined from

the charge densities obtained from electron scattering data, while

the nucleon-nucleon amplitudes can, in principle, be obtained from

a complete set of proton-proton and proton-neutron scattering data.



Equally Important are tests of the theory (KMT) and the many

approximations involved In the numerical calculations. Absolute

neutron radii extracted for nuclei such as 0 and Ca, as well as

analyzing power predictions for p + nucleus scattering, constitute

rigorous tests of the theory and the approximations made to

facilitate numerical calculations.

This chapter begins with a discussion of KMT theory and the

conventional applications of it to analyze 800 MeV proton-nucleus

elastic scattering data, and follows with a discussion of the

present uncertainty in the key nucleon-nucleon amplitudes needed

for the calculations - the motivation for the experiment reported

here and others to be done in the future.

KMT THEORY AND ELASTIC SCATTERING

The KMT formalism provides a method for obtaining an

optical potential from the non-relativistic many-body Schrodinger

equation. The many-body Schrodinger equation may be written as

<E - ho - H A - Jvol)*<
+> - 0 ,• (1.1)

where ho is the kinetic energy operator of the incident particle,

H. is the Hamiltonian of the target nucleus A, and v . is the

two-body interaction between the incident particle and the i

target nucleon. If antisymmetrization of the projectile-nucleus

system is neglected and only the nuclear wavefunction. is



antisymmetrized, the Schrodinger equation may be rewritten as a

many-body Lippmann-Schwinger equation of the form

¥<+> - * + G<+> X (Av)

where

G ( + ) - (E - hQ - H A + ie)"
1

A » projection operator of antisymmetric nuclear states.

Here the independence of the two-body interaction, voj, on the

target nucleon label (i) for an antisymmetrized nuclear

wavefunction has been included by setting £voi « Av. If the

scattering matrix, T, is defined such that

T<f> - (Av)<^+) , (1.3)

then the integral equation for the scattering matrix becomes

T - (Av) + (Av)G(+)XT. (1.4)

By defining the operator tf such that

t - v + vG<+>Xt , (1.5)

Equation 1.5 can be solved for v and s u b s t i t u t e d i n t o Equation 1.4



to give

T - At + (A - l)tG(+)XT. (1.6)

A - 1
Defining a pseudo-scattering matrix T' such that T' - — - — T , we

get a Lippmann-Schwinger equation of the form

T' - (A - l)t + (A- l)tG(+)KT'. (1.7)

When this equation is operated on from the left with P (the elastic

projection operator) and Q (the non-elastic projection operator),

where P + Q » K, we get two equations:

PT' - (A - l)Pt + (A - l)PtG(+)(P + Q)T' , (1.8a)

and

QT' •= (A - l)Qt + (A - l)QtG(+)(P + Q)T'. (1.8b)

By solving Equation 1.8b for QT' and substituting the result into

Equation 1.8a, the equation for the elastic channel is

PT' - PIT + PU'G(+)PT' , (1.9)

where

U' - (A-l)t + (A-ntG^a-U-DQtG^r^A-DQt. (1.10)

Equation 1.9 is the dynamical equation to be solved in practice,



while Equation 1.10 16 the explicit second order form of the KMT

,(8)
potential.

From Equation 1.10 It is possible to obtain an expression

for the first order KMT potential for elastic scattering in the

coordinate 6pace representation. Consider an elastic scattering

process where the initial state is given by l*A,tc> and the final

state given by <£',*A| where *A is the uiclear ground state and K

and £' are the initial and final projectile momenta. The first

order KMT potential may then be written as

U^> - <£',*A|(A - l)t|»A,t>. (1.11)

By defining a one-body density matrix as

pCrj.rj) - Jdr2...drA<«Alrj,r2...rA>

x <riir2'"rAl*A> , (1.12)

the first order KMT potential may be written as

- (A-D/drj drj <t' ,f[\t\tltt> pCfj.rj). (1.13)

Here the two-nucleon t-matrlx Is in a mixed representation with the

projectile being described in momentum space and the target nucleon

in coordinate space.



The two-nucleon t-matrlx of Equation 1.13 nay be rewritten

In momentum space by the use of Fourier transforms and

Equation 1.13 becomes

ff(l) « (

<£',£oit|£o,£>

where t.Q and icQ are the initial and final momenta of the target

nucleon, respectively. We now require momentum conservation and

write the scattering matrix as

icoitiit0

- t'o) , (1.15)

where the delta function assures momentum conservation. When this

condition is applied to Equation 1.14 and the integral over the

final target nucleon momentum (£0) is performed, the first order

KMT potential becomes

(1.16)

We now assume that the target nucleon momentum can be ignored

((tQ « 0) and rewrite Equation 1.16 aB



'-<£-£') |t |£> P^i^j). (1.17)

Using the Fourier transform of the one-body density and integrating

over £Q and rj, the optical potential reduces to

'|t|«> p(q) (1.18)

where

t-t'-t ,

and where

p(q) « /dr exp[-i(q*r)] p(r).

To express the optical potential in coordinate space we now define

t - l/2(lc + £'), S-l/2(r + r'), and § - (r - r') and Fourier

transform Equation 1.16 in order to obtain the first-order KMT

potential in terms of It and £. The optical potential is then given

by

U ( 1 ) * (A-D/dR dq exp[i(q«ft-ft«$)] t ( M ) ?(?>• (1.19)

We now assume that the scattering matrix Is only weakly dependent

on the total momentum (It) and approximate T(£,q) with t(q)> Then

by integrating over the total momentum (ft) we find



(A-l)6(r-r')/dqexp(iq«r)t(^)p(q). (1.20)

Thus we have now obtained a local potential.

The final approximation, known as the impulse

(7)
approximation, involves replacing t with t, the free

nucleon-nucleon scattering amplitude. When this is done, we arrive

at the simplest form of the first-order KMT optical potential:

U(1)(r) « (A-l)/dqexp(iq-r)t(q)p(q). (1.21)

Thus we have found an expression for the optical potential in terms

of the free nucleon-nucleon scattering amplitudes and the Fourier

transform of the nuclear ground state density.

The riucleon-nucleon scattering amplitudes which are

consistent with the principles of space reflection, rotation, and

time-reversal invariances and charge independence may be written in

(9)
terms of five complex amplitudes as

M = a + icCoj + o2)«n + m(31«n)(o2«n)

(1-22)



where the unit vectors n, P, and K are defined as

- (Si *
n "

itf 1

The on-shell nucleon-nucleon scattering matrix, M, In the

nucleon-nucleon center-of-momentum (cm.) system Is expressed as a

t-matrlx in the nucleon-nucleus cm. system as

(1.23)

where k^ and E^ are the Incident momentum and total energy of the

projectile In the laboratory system, ko Is the nucleon-nucleon cm.

momentum, and n is defined as

2A EL

A2 + 1 m

l + A pi + JL)
A2 + 1 m EL



We now consider the scattering of a spin 1/2 particle from

a spin zero target nucleus. The local optical potential may be

(7)
written as,

V(r) - V.(r) +±JLV (r)I-I. (1.24)
r or

The corresponding potential matrix in momentum space may be written

as,

Clc' |V(r) |£>- —L—/exp(-i£'«r)V(r)exp(lfc«r)dr. (1.25)
(2it)3

If Equation 1.24 is substituted into Equation 1.25, we find that

(7)
the potential matrix may be expressed as

U(q) - Vc(q
>) - iVso(5)

>S.rt1 x £ f ) . (1.26)

By comparison of the above equation with the corresponding

first-order KMT potential in momentum-transfer space (analogous to

Equation 1.21) and using Equation 1.22 and 1.23, it can be seen

that only the spin-independent and spin-dependent amplitudes of the

nucleon-nucleon scattering matrix (a,c) are necessary to generate

the first-order KMT optical potential for describing elastic

scattering of protons from spin zero nuclei. Thi6 potential may

10



now be expressed explicitly in terms of the neutron and proton form

factors and the proton-proton (pp) and proton-neutron (pn)

(10)
amplitudes as

U<J) - 4*n/q2dq (app(q
2) Pp(q

2) + apn(q
2) Pn(q

2))Jo(qr)

* jo(qr) ht , (1.27)

where

OA E
1 + L

A-l (fie)2 kL A2+l m

T) » -
A EL(2,)

2 "o R_

A2+l m EL

and

Here kN is the incident proton momentum in the proton-nucleus cm.

system.

ELASTIC SCATTERING ANALYSES

The first-order KMT potential (Equation 1.27) has been used

in several analyses of intermediate energy proton-nucleus elastic

(4,11,12)
scattering data. In these analyses, the Schrodinger equation

11



(!3)
with relativlstic kinematics is solved using the partial-wave

formalism. In addition, the more recent analyses of 0.8 GeV

elastic scattering data have treated as pertubations to the

first-order KMT potential second-order terms arising from target

nucleon correlations and the leading corrections to the

point-proton density due to the neutron's electric and magnetic

(5)
form factors and the magnetic form factor of the proton. Even

though the spin-independent and spin-dependent amplitudes (a and c

of Equation 1.22) are the only amplitudes required in the analysis

(11)
of proton scattering from a spin-zero nucleus, these fmplitudts

cannot be determined Independent of the remaining three

double-spin-flip amplitudes (m, g, and h ) . It is necessary to have

a complete set of proton-nucleon measurements spanning the range of

momentum transfer covered by the proton-nucleus scattering data in

(5)
ordr̂ r to unambiguously determine a and c.

Unfortunately, a complete set of proton-nucleon

measurements at 0.8 GeV does not exist. Because of this, the

spin-independent and spin-dependent amplitudes of Equation 1.27 are

(5)
generally parameterized as

p

and

apj(q
2) - Uk^/AiOU-iap^expC-Bpjq2) , (1.28a)

12



• ( lk oep j /4 . )( l - ia s p J)(q 2 /4» 2) 1 / 2

x exp(-B6pjq
2) , (1.28b)

where J refers to either a proton (p) or a neutron (n), ko Is the

nucleon momentum in the nucleon-r.ucleon cm. system, m Is the

nucleon mass, and 0". Is the spin averaged total cross section.

The above equations contain 12 parameters which must be

determined. Four of these parameters (°pp, o' ,
 Q
pp»

 an<3 apn^ a r e

essentially fixed by existing proton-nucleon data and

(5)
dispersion-theory estimates, but the remaining eight parameters

cannot be uniquely determined at: present. Or>e approach Is to

assume that the double-6pin-flip amplitudes (m, g, and h of

Equation 1.22) are zero and to optimize the parameters B ., fa .,

asp1' anc* ̂ spi t 0 '*' t*ie P*5 an<* p n c r o s s section and polarization

data. If we assume m, g, and h to be zero, then the

nucleon-nucleon cross section and polarization are given by

* (q2Mm2)exp(-2BspJq
2) (1.29a)

x exp[-(B 6 p j+Bp j )q 2 ] . (1.29b)

(5)
It i s found that the quantities e

pj(a
Spj~ap1^ a n d ^Bsp1+Bpp a r e

13



well determined by fitting p(-£.J/q. Thus, even under the
dii

unrealistic assumptions leading to this result, two free parameters

(for pp and pn) remain.

Using Equations 1.29a and 1.29b and performing Ix I

searches on the available pp and pn cross section and polarization

data near 0.8 GeV leads to three discrete solutions for each of

the pp and pn amplitudes. These three sets of proton-nucieon

parameters, together with the point-proton matter density obtained

from the charge distribution determined from electron scattering

data, were usrd in the KMT calculations to fit the 0.8 GeV p + *°Ca
(5)

elastic scattering data. In these calculations, the neutron

density distribution was varied for each of the three sets of

proton-nucleon parameters to obtain the best fit to the data. The

neutron-proton root-mean-square radius difference, Ar , was then

deduced for each solution. The results indicated that significant

ambiguities exist in the determination of Ar due to the lack of a
np
(5)

unique set of proton-nucleon parameters. One solution gave

Ar = 0.06 fm while the other two gave Ar - -0.15 fm.

The above result suggests that a complete set of

proton-nucleon experiments is necessary in order to resolve these

ambiguities. Until the proton-nucleon amplitudes are known over

the region covered by the p + nucleus data, a definitive statement

about the ground-state neutron density distributions cannot be

made. Our experimental group has initiated a program to determine

some of the key nucleon-nucleon parameters and the experiment

14



described in this dissertation constitutes the first of these

measurements. The experiment was an accurate determination of the

forward-angle p + n analyzing power.

15



CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

INTRODUCTION

The experiment to measure the forward-angle p + n

quasi-free analyzing powers at E - 800 MeV was done at the High

Resolution Spectrometer (HRS) experimental area of the Los Alamos

Clinton P. Anderson Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF). A liquid

deuterium target served as the source of quasi-free neutrons. The

HRS detected the forward-scattered protons while an array of 25

scintillators detected recoil neutrons or protons in coincidence

with the HRS. A thin scintillator located between the target and

the recoil array enabled discrimination between recoil protons and

neutrons. Thus, p + n and p + p quasi-free analyzing powers were

obtained simultaneously. A detailed description of the

experimental technique follows.

POLARIZED PROTON BEAM

The polarized proton beam used in the experiment was

provided by the LAMPF linear accelerator. The accelerator is

capable of accelerating simultaneously both protons (H+) and

negative hydrogen ions (polarized (P~) or unpolarized (H~)) to a

16



maximum energy of 0.8 GeV. Three ion sources provide the different

species of particles used by the accelerator. The Lamb-shift

(14)
polarized ion source used for this experiment is housed within

the high-voltage terminal of its associated Cockcroft-Walton

preaccelerator. The main features of the polarized ion source are

schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.1. Protons are extracted from

the duoplasmatron by a set of accelerating electrodes, and are then

decelerated to 500 eV. These protons then pass through a cloud of

cesium gas where neutral hydrogen atoms are obtained through

electron pi 'cup from the cesium atoms. A portion, optimally 43%,

of the. neutral atoms formed are in the metastable (2s) state rather

than the ground (Is) state. These metastable hydrogen atoms are

then polarized by the Lamb-shift source.

After leaving the cesium cell, the beam enters the spin

filter region of the ion source. The spin filter consists of a

solenoid-produced axial magnetic field of 540 Gauss, a transverse

static electric field of 20 V/cm, and an axial RF field of about

20 V/cm. The Breit-Rabi diagram for hydrogen, Fig. 2.2, shows the

metastable (2si/2) state hyperfine level splitting in a magnetic

field as well as the hyperfine level splitting for the (2pi/z)

states of hydrogen. As can be seen from the Figure, the magnetic

and static electric fields of the spin filter couple the 2si/2

B-states to the 2pi/2 states while che RF and magnetic fields

couple the lower 2si/2 ct-state to the 2pi/2 states. Once these

states are coupled they quickly (T = Ins) decay to the ground state

17
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Figure 2.1: A drawing of the LAMPF Lamb-shift polarized ion source
(P~) which provided the polarized protons used in this
experiment. The major components of the source are
identified in the drawing.



HYDROGEN BREIT-RABI DIAGRAM
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Figure 2.2: A Brelt-Rabi diagram for hydrogen showing the hyperfine
level splitting of the 2s1/2 and 2pl/2 states in a
magnetic field, B_. Also indicated are the proton
spin components (m^) and the electron spin components
(m.) for the resulting levels.
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leaving only one component of the 2s1/2 metastable state. The

remaining metastable state has a specific nuclear polarization,

m^ = +1/2, with the proton spin vector aligned along the axial

magnetic field of the spin filter.

The beam, now comprised of about 90% atomic hydrogen in the

ground state and 10% atomic hydrogen in the polarized metastable

state, then enters a solenoid containing argon gas and an axial

magnetic field of about 10 Gauss. In this argon cell the

metastable hydrogen atoms are selectively ionized to form negative

polarized hydrogen ions (P~). A small percentage of the ground

state hydrogen atoms also ionize in the argon cell and form

unpolarized negative hydrogen ions (H~). For this reason, the beam

polarization is never 100%; typical polarizations range from

70-85%.

Spin reversal is accomplished by reversing the magnetic

fields in the spin filter and argon cell. Using this method two

states of beam polarization are provided, one parallel to the beam

direction and one anti-parallel to the beam direction. During the

experiment spin reversal occurred every 3 minutes with data

acquisition being interrupted for 10-15 seconds during the reversal

to allow time for the fields in the spin filter and argon cell to

stabilize.

After passing through the argon cell, the beam is focused

and accelerated to 750 KeV. A spin precessor system is then used

to orient the spin direction properly for on-line experiments. The
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beam Is then bunched and Injected Into the first stage of the

drift-tube llnac.

(15)
The drift-tube llnac Is an adaptation of the Alvarez

design and consists of four copper-lined tanks with progressively

longer drift-tubes mounted along the centerline. The drift-tube

section operates at a frequency of 201.25 MHz and accelerates the

Injected particles from 750 KeV to 100 MeV. Quadrupole magnets

within the drift-tubes are used to focus the beam during

acceleration; tuning and stabilization of the RF structure In each

tank Is accomplished by means of movable post couplers. The total

length of the drift-tube llnac including intertank spacing Is about

61.75 m or 202.5 ft.

After leaving the drift-tube llnac the beam enters the

(15)
final stage of the LAMPF accelerator, the side-coupled linac.

The side-coupled linac operates at 805 MHz and the final beam

energy is determined by the number of tanks used In the

acceleration process. A total of 352 accelerating tanks make up

this half-mile long section and final beam energy is 0.8 GeV when

all the tanks are used.

The side-coupled-cavity design utilizes external resonant

cavities which connect each pair of successive accelerating

cavities. This coupling mechanism provides a means for fine-tuning

the accelerator by applying small physical distortions to the

coupling cavities and provides small power losses between
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accelerating sections. The cavities also provide the phase shifts

In the RF power necessary for proper beam acceleration.

At the end of the accelerator the beam enters the

switchyard where the P~ (or H~) beam Is magnetically separated from

the H+ beam. The H+ beam proceeds down Line A to the main

experimental hall where it passes through a series of pion

production targets. The P~ beam is bent Into Line X where a series

of anti-strippers can be used to improve beam emittance by phase

space trimming. A stripper foil (or mesh) at the end of Line X is

then used to provide a polarized proton beam for Line C (HRS). The

remaining P~ beam, magnetically separated from the polarized proton

beam, enters Line B.

LINE C AND HRS

Line C transports the beam to the HRS experimental area.

The beam line, shown schematically in Fig. 2.3, consists of a

separation section, a dispersion section, and a section for

matching dispersion and rotating the dispersion plane. A detailed

(13)
description of the beam line has been given elsewhere and only

a brief synopsis is presented here.

The separation section (LCBM01-03,QM01,02) magnetically

separates the two types of beam in Line X and focuses the proton

beam in the horizontal plane at the point (LCII02) which serves as

the object for the dispersion-producing section. Horizontal

dispersion is produced by the two large dipole magnets in Line C,
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LCBM04 and LCBM05. The optics in the horizontal plane from LCII02

to LCII04 are such that they provide point-to-point focusing. A

system of eight quadrupole magnets follows the dispersion section;

five of these quadrupoles (LCQM04-08) rotate the beam phase space

by 90° (producing vertical dispersion). Additional quadrupoles

(LCQMO3,O9,1O,11) are used to adjust the beam dispersion on target

to match the HRS dispersion requirements. Seven sets of

collimating jaws (LCCL01-07) allow control of the proton beam phase

space as well as the beam intensity. The beam line polarlmeter,

LCPOO1, is used as an on-line monitor of beam polarization and is

discussed in the next section in more detail.

After the beam traverses Line C, it strikes a target

located at the center of the scattering chamber. The scattering

chamber is 1 m in radius and is vacuum-coupled both to the beam

line and the spectrometer. Unscattered beam exits through the side

of the scattering chamber and enters a shielded beam dump. Targets

are normally mounted on a target wheel at the center of the

scattering chamber; this enables remote selection of the targets

mounted on the wheel. However, for the present experiment the

target wheel was removed in order to accommodate the cryogenic

liquid target system. This target system is also described in a

later section.

Some of the protons (or other particles) scattered from the

target enter the HRS. The HRS consists of one quadrupole and two

dipole magnets (QDD) with a 75° bend in each dipole. A section
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view of the HRS is shown in Fig. 2.4. The HRS was designed to

operate In the VHV (vertical dispersion, horizontal scattering,

vertical analysis) energy Io6s mode for measurements of two-body

reactions, B(A,C)D, initiated by the proton beam. Here A is the

Incident bean proton, C is the detected particle, B is the target

nucleus, and D is the residual nucleus. In the energy loss mode it

is only necessary to know the momentum difference between the

incident particle A and the outgoing detected particle C in order

to determine the scattering angle and the state of the residual

(16)
nucleus D. This is accomplished by properly mat-.hing the

dispersion of the beam line to that of the spectrometer. The

conditions for proper dispersion matching as well as kinematic

(13)
corrections for light nuclei are discussed elsewhere.

After travelling about 20 m through the HRS the scattered

particles pass through a series of detectors (scintillators and

two-dimensional wire counters) near the focal plane of the

spectrometer. The scintillators provide time-of-flight (TOF) and

pulse height (PH) information for particle identification, while

the wire counters provide focal plane coordinates

(X,Y,XANGLE.YANGLE) of the particle trajectories. The operation

and use of the focal plane detectors are discussed in more detail

later in this chapter.
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FlRure 2.A: A section view of the High Resolution Spectrometer
(HRS), In which the VHV mode of operation la evident.



BEAM LIME POLARIMETER

The Line C bean polarimeter, shown schematically In

Fig. 2.5, was used to measure and monitor the beam polarization

during the experiment. Data weia obtained during Cycle 26

(June,1979) and Cycle 26 (March,1980) and slightly different

polarlmeter configurations existed for each Cycle. The relevant

parameters of each polarlmeter configuration are listed in

Table 2.1.

Bean line polarlmeters determine average beam polarizations

by measuring left-right asymmetries in polarized proton scattering

from a target of known analyzing power. The Line C polarimeter has

several CHj targets Installed on a remotely operated target ladder-

The counter configuration monitors p + p elastic scattering near

the maximum in the free pp analyzing power. During the experiment,

32 mil and 8 mil CH2 targets were used as polarimeter targets.

The beam polarization is determined by measuring

Lt, L+, Rt, and R+ yields in the polarimeter detectors, where

L(R)t(+) is the yield scattered left(right) with beam spin

up(down). A left(right) scattering Is defined by a coincidence

between Detector 3(Detector 1) which detects the scattered beam

particle and Detector ^(Detector 2) which detects the recoil proton

from the hydrogen in the CH2 target. Then if the analyzing power

Ay of the target ie known at the beam energy and the reaction angle

at which the detectors are -set, the beam polarization is given by
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Table 2.1 for the two configurations used during the
experiment. The detectors are located in, the
horizontal plane and are used to determine the n-type
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Table 2.1

Relevant beam line polarimeter parameters for Cycle 24 and Cycle 26

Number of detectors

and type

Forward detector

angle*L)(lab)

Recoil detector

angle(2)(lab)

Polarimeter tgt.

material

Effective analyzing

power (800 MeV)

Target thickness

Cycle 24

4 fixed plastic

scintillators

19.1°

63. T

CH-

0.490±0.020

8 mil,32 mil

Cycle 26

4 fixed plastic

scintillators

23.0°

58.8C

0.460±0.020

8 mil,32 mil

(1) This corresponds to 8j of Fig. 2.5.

(2) This corresponds to $2 °f Fi8« 2»5-
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PBEAM " -T- » (2.1)

where e is known as the asymmetry and is defined by

< 2' 2 )

Here L - /L+R+ and R - /R+L+ since a particle scattered left(right)

with beam spin up(down) is the same as a particle scattered

right(left) with beam spin down(up).

A polarimeter which simultaneously measures particles

scattered left and right (such as the Line C polarimeter) has an

advantage in that almost all uncertainties and Instrumental

(17)
asymmetries cancel to a high order. It is important to note that

the analyzing power of the polarimeter target is not the free p + p

analyzing power because of the AiC contained in the target.

Quasi-elastic events from the carbon are also detected by the

polarimeter detectors. The angular correlations of the events from

the carbon are spread over a larger phase space (= 10°) than for

p + p (due to the Fermi motions of the nuclei), and the analyzing

power for quasi-elastic scattering from carbon is significantly

lower (A = 0.275 ± 0.015 at 800 MeV) than the free p + p analyzing

power. As a result, the effective analyzing power is lowered by a

few percent from the free p + p analyzing power depending upon the

(17)
geometry of the polarimeter. However, the effective analyzing
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power of the polarlmeter system can be determined using the

(18)
quench-ratio technique, as was done for thi6 experiment.

Another concern is the effect of accidental (random)

coincidences among the conjugate polarlmeter detectors. During the

experiment, random coincidences were determined using a delayed

coincidence circuit and recorded. By subtracting the random

coincidences from the prompt coincidences (real plus random), the

real asymmetries were obtained. Other, less important

considerations for the proper operation of beam line polarimeters

(17)
are described elsewhere. However, these considerations are not

important for the present experiment.

BEAM CURRENT MONITORS

In addition to knowing the beam polarization, it is

necessary to know the relative beam currents for the two beam

polarizations; this is accomplished using beam current monitors.

Ion chambers (IC) and secondary emission monitors (SEM) are the

primary beam monitors at the HRS facility although the beam line

polarimeter can also be used as a current monitor by adding the

properly corrected left and right yields for the given beam

polarization. In this experiment, the IC's and beam line

polarlmoter were used as current monitors since the SEM's gain was

too small to effectively monitor the low beam current used during

the experiment. During Cycle 24 a single ion chamber served as the

primary means of beam current measurement and the polarimeter was
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used as a backup current monitor. During Cycle 26 another ion

chamber became available, and two ion chambers were used as primary

and backup current monitors. Beam current ratios of the primary

and backup current monitors tracked to 1.5% during Cycle 24 and to

better than 1% during Cycle 26.

The standard HRS ion chamber consists of a 6eries of thin

aluminum foils contained In an aluminum case filled with a gas

mixture (90% Ar, 10% C02). The case has thin entrance and txit

windows for the beam. The foils are connected in series and

electrically isolated from the case. The positive terminal of a

128 V battery is connected to a lead coming from the foils while

the other terminal of the battery serves as the Input to an

ORTEC 439 current Integrator. The case of the ion chamber is held

at ground potential. The ArC0~ pressure was 50 mm of Hg for

Cycle 24 and 200 mm of Hg for Cycle 26. The pulses from the

current integrator are counted by scalars which are gated by

signals generated at the ion source which indicate the state of

polarization of the ion source. More details of the scalars and

the gating signals will be presented in a later section of this

chapter.

HRS FOCAL PLANE DETECTORS

The HRS focal plane detection system provides particle

identification (PID) and focal plane coordinates for each

trajectory which passes the through the spectrometer. A schematic
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of the detector arrangement used in the experiment Is shown in

Fig. 2.6. The detectors consisted of three position sensitive wire

chambers (C2.C3.C6) (four wire chambers, C2-C5, during Cycle 26),

four event ecintillators (S1-S4), and three test counter

scir.rillators (T1-T3). The function of each of these detectors is

explained below.

The four counters, S1-S4, are plastic scintillators spaced

over an interval of about 2 m after the focal plane. Their

geometries are given in Table 2.2- A four-fold coincidence among

these scintillators indicates an EVENT. Time-of-flight between SI

and S4, as well as pulse heights in S4, are obtained for each event

in order to determine particle type.

The test counters, T1-T3, are used to monitor the HRS event

detection efficiency. The test counters consist of small plastic

scintillators located along the optic axis of the spectrometer. As

seen in Fig. 2.6, any particle detected by all three test counters

6hould also be detected by the four event scintillators. By

monitoring the ratio Tl•T2«T3«EVENT/T1•T2«T3, the event detection

efficiency is obtained. Efficiencies -seasured in this way were

found to be >99.992 for all runs during tne experiment.

Trajectory focal plane position and angle information was

provided by delay line (DL) chamber C6 and drift (DR) chambers C2

and C3 during Cycle 24 and DR chambers C2-C5 during Cycle 26.

These chambers, spread over a distance of about 0.5 m, each provide

X and Y (two-dimensional) coordinates for each trajectory. The
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Figure 2.6: A schematic drawing of the HRS focal plane detection
system used in the experiment. Particles exiting the
spectrometer travel from right to left in the Figure.
Scintillators S1-S4 provide particle identification
while drift chambers C2 and C3 and delay line chamber
C6 (drift chambers C2-C5 in Cycle 26) provide position
information about event trajectories. The function
and use of the test counters, T1-T3, are explained in
the text.



Table 2.2

Specifications of event scintillator geometries uGed in the experiment

Detector Material

SI

S2

S3

S4

Pilot B

Size(cm)

76.2 x 1.27 x 0.64

Pilot F 77.5 x 10.8 x 0.64

NE110 106.7 x 14.0 x 0.95

NE110 106.7 x 14.0 x 0.95

Distance from

Focal Plane(cm)

68.6

119.4

259.1

274.3
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computer (PDP 11/45) software uses this position information to

determine the exact focal plane position and angle f>r each

trajectory. This information is then used to compute such

quantities as missing mass and space scattering angle. Since the

experiment was concerned with quasi-elastic scattering, event

trajectory information requirements were minimal and only a brief

description of the wire chambers is given here.

Both the DL and DR chambers consist of planes of wires

running vertically (Y-plane) and horizontally (X-plane). The wires

of each plane are connected at regular intervals to a printed

circuit delay line. The delay lines are held at high voltage and a

mixture of gases (Argon, Isobutane, and 98% Argon-2% Freon) serves

as a gas for ionization. When a charged particle passes through

the chambers, it ionizes the gas; the ionization is detected by the

wires nearest the trajectory, and the pulse generated travels to

each end of the delay line. These signals are discriminated,

delayed, and then used as stops for multichannel CAMAC TDC's which

are started by a TRIGGER signal (the TRIGGER signal is explained in

a later section of the chapter). Time sums and differences between

the ends of the delay lines, along with charge drift time

information from the DR chambers, are then used to calculate the

event position in each chamber. More detailed information

concerning the designs and operation of the wire chambers can be

(13,19,20)
found elsewhere.
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RECOIL DETECTION SYSTEM

The recoil detection system consisted of 25 scintillators,

N1-N25, in a 5 x 5 array and a thin scintillator located between

the target arA the array. The thin scintillator was used to tag

recoil protons. The detectors which made up the array were

3" x 3" x 6" Pilot B scintillators coupled to photomultiplier tubes

with light pipes. The proton-tagging counter was a

24" x 17 1/2" x 1/4" Pilot B scintillator with light pipes and

photomultiplier tubes on each of the narrow (17 1/2") sides. The

recoil array detectors and the proton-tagging counter were mounted

on an aluminum frame which was attached to the scattering chamber

about 1 m from the target. Details of how this system was set up

and interfaced with the data acquisition system are described later

in the chapter.

CRYOGENIC TARGET SYSTEM

The targets used in the experiment consisted of a liquid

deuterium (LD2) target and a liquid hydrogen (LH2) target. The LH2

target was used during the initial setup and testing of the

detection and data acquisition systems.. The hydrogen and deuterium

were supplied in gaseous form and liquefied by the cryogenic target

system, shown schematically in Fig. 2.7.

The target flask was contained within a vacuum jacket in

order to prevent any sudden boiling of the target in the event a

vacuum leak occurred in the scattering chamber. In order to
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Figure 2.7: A schematic diagram of the cryogenic target system
showing the major components. Hydrogen or deuterium
gas was liquefied in the condensing chamber and used
to fill the target flask. Additional liquefied gas
was stored in the reservoir and ensured that the
target flask remained full during the experiment. The
target flask could be emptied by closing the
remotely-operated target valve, V6.



minimize the amount of material through which the particles had to

pass, the jacket had mylar windows at points where the beam and

detected particles entered and exitted through the jacket.

The target flask and vacuum jacket were modified between

the two Cycles during which the experiment was performed. A sketch

of the target flasks used during Cycles 24 and 26 is shown in

Fig. 2.8. Relevant information concerning the materials and target

thicknesses are tabulated in Table 2.3.

DATA ACQUISITION HARDWARE

The data acquisition system used in the experiment

consisted of 124 channels of computer-readable (CAMAC) scalar

output, 4 channels of CAMAC ADC output, 41 channels (46 channels in

Cycle 26) of CAMAC TDC output, and the fast electronics associated

with the system which process and define signals. In this section,

both the fast electronics circuits of particular importance to the

experiment and the generation of the data words associated with an

event will be discussed. Certain descriptions of standard HRS

systems will be omitted or greatly abbreviated based on their

importance in determining the experimental results.

As mentioned previously, an EVENT is defined as a four-fold

coincidence among the event scintillators, S1*S2*S3*S4 (or EVENT).

The anode signals from photomultipliers on each end of the four

event scintillators are transmitted to the HRS counting house (CCH)

through about 300 ft of Belden 8214 low-loss cable. In CCH these
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Figure 2.8: A drawing of Che target flasks used during the
experiment. Relevant parameters associated with the
flasks are given in Table 2.3.
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Table 2.3

Specifications of the cryogenic targets and vacuum jacket6

used In the experiment

Target centerllne

thickness(cm)

Effective LH2

target thickness

Effective LD2

target thickness

Target flask material

and thickness

Vacuum jacket window

material and thickness

Cycle 24

5.08

=360 mg/ca2

=828 mg/cm

Cycle 26

3.81

*27O mg/cm2

=621 mg/cm2

Kapton-

0.013 cm

Mylar-

0.013 cm

Mylar-

0.005 cm

Mylar-

0.013 cm

Al



signals serve as Input6 to leading edge discriminators used to

generate fast timing signals. Both signals for each •clntlllator

serve as Inputs to an LRS 624 octal meantimer. The meantimer

provides an output at a tine independent of where the trajectory

passed through the sclntillator. The meantimer outputs are called

SI, S2, S3, and SA. Two-fold coincidences of S1-S2 and S3-S4 are

then formed. These signals are combined to form the EVENT signal

by another two-fold coincidence (SI«S2)•(S3-S4). The timing of the

EVENT circuitry is such that the SI signal always defines the time

of an event.

Since every event detected cannot be written to tape or

analyzed, an additional signal known as the TRIGGER is used to

account for computer deadtime. The TRIGGER also serves as a start

for the chamber and recoil detector TDC's. The TRIGGER is defined

(21)
as EVENT-NOT BUSY. The LAMPF Event Trigger Module is used to

generate a BUSY signal from the time an event Is registered until

the system is read, cleared, and another event can be accepted.

Since every EVENT and TRIGGER pulse are recorded by scalars, the

ratio of these gives a direct measurement of the computer deadtime

and Is used in correcting measured yields. A schematic drawing of

the EVENT and TRIGGER fast electronics circuits is shown in

Fig. 2.9.

Particle identification (PID) is obtained using

time-of-flight (TOF) and pulse height (PH) information derived from

the event scintillators. A TRIGGER signal Is used to start a
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multichannel CAMAC TDC and each end of scintillators SI and S4 are

used to provide stop signals to a TDC channel. This provides the

crude TOF information necessary for particle identification.

Similarly, pulse heights from each end of scintillator S4 are read

into a multichannel CAMAC ADC which is gated by a TRIGGER signal,

providing the necessary PH information. The software then

calculates TOF between the scintillators as well as mean PH

information for each event analyzed on-line. These data are used

to create two-dimensional dotplot displays of TOF versus PH in

which the groups of particles can clearly be distinguished.

Software cuts are used to select the particles of interest. A

typical PID dotplot is shown in Fig. 2.10.

The recoil detection system was used to identify the

quasi-elastic $ + n and p + p events from the LD2 target by

detecting the recoil proton or neutron in coincidence with the

proton detected by the HRS. This was accomplished by positioning

the recoil array at the appropriate conjugate angle to the HRS for

quasi-elastic scattering kinematics. The recoil array spanned a

solid angle of about 200 msr (as opposed to the HRS acceptance of

about 3.6 msr) so precise positioning of the array was not

required. Due to analyzer and CAMAC space limitations, only 24 of

the 25 array detectors were used in Cycle 24 and only 23 of the 25

detectors were used in Cycle 26. During Cycle 24 a corner detector

on the top row of the array was not used, while both corner

detectors of the top row were unused in Cycle 26. Each array
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Figure 2.10: A typical particle Identification (PID) dotplot.
Software tests (Boxes) are used to select the
particles of interest. In the Figure, BOX 1
surrounds the proton group while BOX 2 has been
placed around the deuteron group.
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detector's output served as an input to one channel of an eight

channel discriminator. The array detector discriminator thresholds

were set at -50 mV and the photomultiplier tube voltages adjusted

until the Compton edge of the 1.17 and 1.33 MeV gamma decays of a

Cobalt-60 source occurred just above the discriminator threshold

setting. This setting corresponded to a discriminator threshold of

(22)
about 3 MeV for neutrons.

Outputs from the array counter discriminators were delayed

and used as stop signals for multichannel CAMAC TDC's which had

been started by a TRIGGER signal. Modified ORTEC TD811 TDC's were

used during Cycle 24 while standard ORTEC TD811 TDC's were used in

Cycle 26. The modified TDC's timed out at about 400 ns and had

resolving times of 0.2 ns per channel. The standard TDC's used

during Cycle 26 timed out at 200 ns and had resolving times of

about 0.1 ns per channel. In both Cycles, stop delays were

adjusted to center the coincidence peaks at about channel 120 of

the TDC for reasons which are explained in the next section of this

chapter. The delays were periodically checked and adjusted as the

recoil particle energy changed in order to maintain the positions

of the coincidence peaks in the appropriate TDC channels.

The charged particle paddle discriminator thresholds were

set at -50 mV and the tube voltages set about 75 V above the knee

on their relative efficiency curves. The discriminator outputs

were meantimed with an LRS 624 octal meantimer and the output from

the meantimer was then used as a TDC stop in the same fashion as
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for the array detectors described above. The pulse widths to the

TDC stops from both the array detectors and charged particle paddle

were then set: at 10 ns.

The signals from the array detectors and charged particle

paddle were also read into CAMAC scalars. This provided a means of

monitoring singles rates in the recoil detection system as the beam

intensity was changed. A block diagram of the electronics

associated with the recoil detection system is shown in Fig. 2.11.

The CAMAC electronics are interfaced to the PDP 11/45

, v(23)
computer through a Bi-Ra microprogammable branch driver (MBD).

Each event written to tape consisted of 45 data words for Cycle 24

and 50 data words for Cycle 26. The data words for both Cycles are

listed in Appendix I. In addition, cummulative scalar readings

from the 124 CAMAC scalar channels were written to tape every 15

seconds. A listing of the scalars used in the experiment during

Cycle 26 can also be found in Appendix I.

Gating signals for the multichannel CAMAC scalars were

formed by combinations of logic pulses and logic levels. The RUN,

NORMAL, REVERSE, and NOT BUSY signals were logic levels. The BEAM

signal was a 500 Ms long logic pulse. The BEAM, NORMAL, and

REVERSE signals are control signals from the accelerator which

indicate a beam pulse, beam polarized with spin up, and beam

polarized with spin down, respectively. The NOT BUSY logic level

Is the compliment of the BUSY signal generated by the Event Trigger

Module. The RUN signal is a logic level which is generated
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Figure 2.11: A block diagram of the electronics associated with a
recoil array detector and the charged particle
paddle. The delays to the TDC stops were adjusted as
discussed in the text.
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whenever the PDP 11/45 computer Is in a data-taking mode. These

logic signals were combined to form the scalar gating signals in

parentheses in the scalar listing of Appendix I. These gates

enabled discrimination among signals which were generated in each

of the two beam polarization modes.

SOFTWARE AND ON-LINE ANALYSIS

The software used during the experiment consisted of a

variety of programs which were written to interface with the

(24)
general data acquisition program "Q". This software can be

separated into three main groups: the ANALYZER, the ALLTEST

package, and the DISPLAY package. The functions of each of these

sets of software along with modifications to the general software

packages which were made for the experiment are outlined below.

The ANALYZER is responsible for the disposition of the data

associated with each TRIGGER. On-line data acquisition is

performed in a "may-process" mode whereby the raw data words

associated with each TRIGGER pulse are written to tape and if time

permits, the data are analyzed on-line. The ANALYZER performs both

of these functions. For each event which is analyzed, the ANALYZER

calculates various quantities from the raw data words such as

particle trajectories, averaged scintillator pulse heights,

time-of-flights between scintillators, and a variety of calculated

data words which are used in tests of the data and in determining

various correction factors.



Certain modifications to the "standard" HRS ANALYZER were

necessary in order to read in the additional raw data words

associated with the recoil detection system. The ANALYZER was also

rewritten to construct calculated data words associated with the

array counters. The raw TDC word for each array counter was read

and its value truncated at channel 256, thus explaining the need

for the timing and peak positioning of each TDC stop explained in

the previous section. The truncated data word was then further

modified by using the raw NORMAL and REVERSE pulse heights and the

TDC data word associated with the charged particle paddle. In this

way a calculated data word was constructed for each array detector

which contained both beam polarization (normal or reverse) and

recoil particle charge (neutral or charged) information for each

event analyzed. An explanation of how this was accomplished will

be presented in the next chapter.

(25)
The ALLTEST package is used to define conditions which

raw or calculated data must satisfy in the processing of an event.

The file which defines the tests is written in a straightforward

manner which enables users to construct test files which suit their

particular needs. The test file consists of a series of tests and

gates on data words (known as microtests) and a series of logic

tests on combinations of previously defined tests (known as

macrotests). The tests used in analyzing the experimental data

will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter.
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Histograms of raw and calculated data may be viewed with

(26)
the use of the DISPLAY software. This software enables the

experimenter to define histograms, view the histograms as data

accumulates on-line, and store the histograms on a disk when the

run is completed. The DISPLAY package also allows the user to

create and display two-dimensional dotplots of on-line data such as

the PID dotplot shown in Fig. 2.10.

As many as 40 histograms may be defined using the routine

(27)
DSP. Histograms are defined by specifying the raw or calculated

quantity to be histogrammed, the upper and lower limits of the

variable, a binning factor for the histogram, and a test which the

hlstogrammed data must satisfy. Any test defined in the ALLTEST

package may be used.

The software outlined above allows the experimenter great

flexibility in the analysis and display of the on-line data. The

versatility of the integrated HRS system facilitates studies of a

broad spectrum of proton-initiated reactions as well as nuclear

structure studies. In the next chapter, the off-line analysis of

the data will be described and the experimental data will be

presented.
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CHAPTER 3

OFF-LINE ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

INTRODUCTION

Experimental data were acquired in the "may process" mode

in which raw data were written directly to magnetic tape, and if

time permitted, analyzed on-line. The fraction of data which was

analyzed on-line depended upon the event rate, and typically only

20-30% of the data were analyzed on-line. It was therefore

necessary to replay the aata tapes in order to analyze all of the

data accumulated. This involved the analysis of about 110 tapes of

data; each tape contained about 2.6XlCr events.

In addition to enabling a complete analysis of all taped

events, replay allows the experimenter to revise the software to

provide additional information which was not determined on-line.

In this chapter, the software and methods used in the off-line

analysis of the data will be described and the results of the

analysis will be presented. A discussion of the errors associated

with the data and the analysis will also be given.

SOFTWARE FOR OFF-LINE ANALYSIS

The software packages used in replay are similar to those

used for on-line data acquisition and analysis except that in
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the ANALYZER operates In a "must process" mode thus ensuring that

all taped data are analyzed. In this section a detailed

description of the purposes and functions of the off-line software

will be given, and modifications made to the software for replay

will be described.

The ANALYZER used for replay was changed <n 'two ways from

that used on-line. The first modification consisted of rewriting

the ANALYZER so that the Floating Point Systems AP-120B array

(28)
processor could be used for the off-line data reduction. The

array processor performed many of the calculations in the event

analysis and greatly reduced the time required for replay of the

data tapes.

The ANALYZER was also modified to define and calculate an

additional data word which was used in determining good events in

the recoil counters. The data word was formed by examining the raw

data words from each of the 24 (23 in Cycle 26) array counters and

was defined to record how many of the array counters were triggered

for a given HRS event. The use of this additional data word will

be described later in this section.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, a calculated data

word was also defined for each array counter which not only

contained the timing information associated with a detected event

in the array counter but also information concerning the beam

polarization state for the event and the charge of the detected

particle. For each event detected by the HRS, the raw data words
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associated with the beam polarization (NORMAL and REVERSE pulse

heights) and the charged particle paddle were tested to determine

the beam polarization state and the type of recoil particle (proton

or neutron). A data word for each array counter was then formed by

adding 256 to the truncated TDC time for the counter if the beam

polarization was reverse and 512 to the truncated TDC time if a

charged particle was detected by the charged particle paddle. The

truncated TDC time was formed by terminating the raw TDC word for

each array counter at channel 256 as described in the previous

chapter. Thus for each array counter a calculated TDC time was

constructed for every HRS event which ranged from 1-256 for

neutrons with beam polarization normal (NN), 257-512 for neutrons

with beam polarization reverse (NR), 513-768 f— protons with beam

polarization noroal (PN), and 769-102A for protons with 'cam

polarization reverse (PR).

The ALLTEST test file and the histogram file were also

modified for the off-line analysis. An additional histogram and

several associated tests were defined in order to determine which

event6 registered in the recoil array counters were valid-

Li stings of the test and histogram files used in the off-line

analysis of the data taken during Cycle 26 are given in Appendix I.

Similar test and histogram files were used for the off-line

analysis of the Cycle 24 data.

Certain tests were particularly Important in defining

acceptable events to be histogrammed. Several tests were combined



to create a GOUD EVENT test for gating HRS events. This test

ensured that accepted HRS events satisfied the PID requirements and

a series of wire chamber test6. The normal and reverse histograms

of the calculated missing mass variable were gated by this GOOD

EVENT test.

Additional tests were designated for determining valid

coincidence events in the recoil array. Analogous to the GOOD

EVENT test used in gating HRS events, the test used in gating array

detector events was a combination of several tests. Each event

detected in the recoil array was required to have a corresponding

good event detected by the HRS. In addition, the HRS event was

required to fall within a gate set on the missing mass histograms.

This test was necessary at forward angles where both deuterium

elastic and quasi-elastic events were detected by the HRS and

ensured that there was a valid quasi-elastic event detected by the

HRS in coincidence with the particle detected by the recoil array

counters.

Along with the coincidence requirement, each event detected

by the recoil array was required to have triggered only one array

detector. This was accomplished by histogramming the data word

that counted the number of array detector TDC's which did not time

out for a given event. Gates were then set on this histogram in

order to ensure that only one array detector recorded the event and

only events which fell within these gates were accepted.
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The elimination of events in which more than one array

detector registered a particle for a given HRS event was necessary

In order to avoid multiple counting of an event In the recoil

array. The test eliminated two types of multiple hit events, one

caused by a particle being detected in a given array counter and

then scattering Into a adjacent counter and triggering it and the

other caused by a true coincidence particle being detected in one

array counter and a background (random) particle being detected in

another. More discussion of multiple hits in the array counters

will be presented later in the chapter.

Finally, test£ on the beam polarization state and the

charge of the recoil particle were necessary in order to construct

the data words described earlier in this section. The beam

polarization state for each event was determined by requiring the

NORMAL and REVERSE ADC values to fall within certain limits. The

charge of the recoil particle was determined by a gate on the

histogram of the charged particle paddle TDC spectrum. Events

falling within this gate were identified as protons while events

outside the gate were identified as neutrons. Additional details

on the Identification of the recoil particles are given in a later

section of this chapter.

ANALYSIS OF LIQUID HYDROGEN RUNS

The first two days of the experiment were devoted to system

checkout and calibration runs using a liquid hydrogen (LH-) target.
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Data were taken at laboratory scattering angles of 5°, 7°, 9°, 11°,

and 14° using the HRS and at 17°, 18°, and 20° using both the HRS

and the recoil detection system (set at about 65°). In this

section, the results of the LH2 runs will be discussed with regard

to the measurements of the quasi-free p + n analyzing powers which

followed this portion of the experiment.

The free p + p analyzing powers were measured at each of

the above angles. This enabled a comparison of the analyzing

powers measured by both the HRS and the recoil detection system

with previously measured values of the p + p analyzing powers at

(18,29)
0.8 GeV. The results of the measurements indicated that the

effective analyzing power of the polarimeter target was slightly

larger than had previously been calculated so the polarimeter

analyzing power was adjusted to 0.490 ± 0.020 from the previous

value of 0.48 for use in the replay of the Cycle 24 data.

As part of a development run about two months after the LH-

calibration runs were undertaken, a quench-ratio measurement of the

effective analyzing power of the 32 mil CH2 polarimeter target was

performed. The measurement yielded an effective analyzing power of

(30)
0.477 ± 0.005. This decrease in the apparent analyzing power of

the polarimeter target may be an indication of depletion of the

hydrogen in the CH2 target which has been estimated to occur at a

rate which may be as high as 0.1% per nA-hour. Since the

quasi-elastic events detected by the polarimeter detectors have an

analyzing power which is about half that of the hydrogen, the
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depletion of the hydrogen in the CH2 lowers the effective analyzing

power of the polarimeter target.

The results of the LH2 calibration runs with the adjusted

polarimeter analyzing power are shown in Fig. 3.1. Good agreement

(18,29)
is seen with the previous analyzing power measurements,

particularly at the forward angles where geometric effects of

scattering from an extended target are smallest. The analyzing

power measurements using the recoil array also reproduce the

previous measurements quite well and are much less sensitive to the

effects of scattering from an extended target due to the large

phase space acceptance of the recoil detection system.

In addition to being useful for calibration, the LHj runs

were used to check the efficiency of the charged particle paddle.

The assumption was first made that only protons impinged on the

recoil detection system (this ignored the neutron sources such as

the target flask, the scattering chamber rods, and the scattering

chamber window) and the numbers of protons and neutrons as

identified by the charged particle paddle and the array counters

were recorded. Proton identification efficiencies of 99.3% and

99.4% were observed for HRS laboratory scattering angles of 20° and

17 respectively based on the above assumption. The recoil array

was positioned at a laboratory angle of about 65° for these runs

and recoil particle energies ranged from about 94 MeV to 127 MeV

for HRS settings of 17° and 20°, respectively. Since target flask

events contributed about a 1% background (as determined from empty
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flask runs) to these measurements, and since the pp and pn total

cross sections are roughly equivalent at 800 MeV, the true charged

particle paddle efficiency obtained by considering the production

of neutrons from the target flask, scattering chamber rods, and

scattering chamber window was estimated to be 0.997%. The effects

of the charged particle paddle efficiency on the analyzing power

measurements which followed the LH, runs will be discussed in more

detail in a later section of this chapter.

ANALYSIS OF LIQUID DEUTERIUM RUNS

After the LH2 runs were completed, the remainder of the

time allotted to the experiment in Cycles 24 and 26 was used to

measure quasi-free p + n and p + p analyzing powers using a liquid

deuterium (LDj) target. Data were taken at HRS laboratory

scattering angles of 6°, 8°, 10°, 12°, 14°, 16°, 18°, 20°, and 22°

during Cycle 24 and at scattering angles of 18°, 20°, 22°, 24°,

26°, 28°, 31°, and 32.91° during Cycle 26. Both quasi-free p + p

and p + n analyzing powers were obtained simultaneously at all

angles except 6°, 8°, and 10° where only the quasi-free p + n

analyzing powers were measured because the recoil protons were

absorbed in the target and scattering chamber window. In addition,

an empty flask measurement was made at each angle so that target

empty backgrounds could be determined and subtracted from the

target full runs. At each HRS setting the recoil detection system
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was positioned at the appropriate conjugate angle for the

quasi-elastic reaction.

The software used for the off-line analysis of the LD2 data

was Identical to that used for the analysis of the LH2 calibration

runs described previously. However for the replay of the LD2 runs,

particular care was necessary in setting the software tests, since

both protons and neutrons were detected by the recoil array. Six

gates were Bet for the replay of each run, one on the missing mass

histograms, one on the charged particle paddle TDC histogram, and

four on the histogram which counted multiple hits in the recoil

array.

The missing mass gate (IGAT1 in the test file of

Appendix I) was 6et on the quasi-elastic portion of the histogram

in order to ensure that events in coincidence with particles

detected by the recoil array were indeed quasi-elastic scatterings.

This gate was straightforward to set and was actually unnecessary

except at the most forward angles where elastic events were also

detected by the HRS.

The gate set on the TDC histogram of the charged particle

paddle, IGAT2 of the test file, was used to determine whether the

recoil particle was a proton or a neutron. An event which fell

within this gate was identified as a proton. All other events were

identified as neutrons. A typical TDC spectrum (the time

difference between the HRS trigger and the paddle) and a typical
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gate for proton identification are shown for the 6urn of the 18°

runs during Cycle 26 in Fig. 3.2.

Since IGAT2 was instrumental in differentiating between

P + p and p + n quasi-free scattering, a more detailed discussion

is warranted concerning the placement of this gate. Four

possibilities exist for determining recoil particle type using such

a method: (1) a recoil proton may be identified as a proton if it

is detected by the charged particle paddle and the event falls

within the gate on the TDC histogram; (2) a recoil proton may be

identified as a neutron if the charged particle paddle does not

trigger or if the event lies outside the gate on the TDC histogram;

(3) a recoiling neutron may be identifed as a neutron if it does

not trigger the charged particle paddle, or if the paddle is

triggered but the event lies outside the gate on the TDC histogram;

(A) the recoiling neutron may be identified as a proton if it

triggers the charged particle paddle and lies within the gate, or

if a random particle triggers the paddle while the neutron is

passing through the paddle and the event falls within IGAT2.

Two of the above cases result in proper identification of

the recoil particle while the other two result in misidentification

of the recoil particle. Misindentifications can be minimized,

although not completely eliminated, by proper placement of the gate

on the charged particle paddle TDC histogram.

Improper identification of the recoil particle due to the

charged particle paddle not triggering on a proton or triggering on
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Figure 3.2: A typical charged particle paddle TDC spectrum
illustrating the placement of the gate used to
determine the recoil particle type. The histogram is
from the Cycle 26 summed LD2 runs at 6L « 18°.
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a neutron is related to the paddle'6 detection efficiencies for

protone and neutrons. To minimize this effect it is necessary to

have a detector which has a very high efficiency for detecting

protons and a very low efficiency for detecting neutrons. It was

not possible to distinguish misidentifications of this type in the

experiment and this resulted in some systematic error in the data.

Estimates of the effect of this type of systematic error on the

measured analyzing powers will be given in a later section of this

chapter.

The other processes described above vhich lead to

misidentification of the recoil particle are related to the

placement of the gate on the charged particle TDC histogram. Since

true recoil particles are time-correlated with the proton detected

by the HRS, events lying outside the peaks in the TDC histograms of

the charged particle paddle and array detectors can be identified

as random coincidences with the HRS. As can be seen in Fig. 3.2,

the gate on the charged particle paddle TDC histogram was set

around the peak. This ensured that only time-correlated events

which triggered the paddle were identified as protons. As a result

of this gate placement two classes of events were identified as

neutrons: those which were not time-correlated with the HRS event

in both the charged particle paddle and the array detectors, and

those which were not time-correlated in the charged particle paddle

but were time-correlated in the array detectors. The latter case

represents true recoil neutrons which would be misidentifled as
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protons if all particles which triggered the charged particle

paddle were identified as protons. The former case represents

randoms which can be separated from the time-correlated neutrons by

a background subtraction which will be described later in this

section.

It was also necessary to eliminate events in which more

than one array counter triggered. Two processes lead to multiple

hit events. The first occurs when a recoil particle triggers one

of the array counters, but is scattered into another detector and

also triggers it. The other occurs when a recoil particle triggers

one array counter and a random event triggers another counter. In

principle the two processes can be distinguished to some extent but

software limitations on the number of tests which may be defined to

test an event made an attempt impossible. In addition it was not

feasible to determine which of the triggered array counters

contained the real time-correlated event. It was therefore

necessary to reject all multiple hit events in order to prevent

double counting of an event.

Four gates (IGAT3-IGAT6) were used to select the single hit

events. These gates were set on a histogram of the data word that

counted how many array detector TDC's did not time out for a given

HRS event. This data word was Incremented by 10 for each array

detector TDC that did not time out. This value was then modified

in the same manner as the truncated array counter TDC times (256

was added if the beam polarization was reverse and 512 was added if
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the recoil particle was charged). This created distinct peaks in

the histogram for single and multiple hits for each of the four

recoil particle-beam polarization state types (NN,NR,PN,and PR). A

gate was then set on the single hit peak of each of these types.

Figure 3.3 shows a portion of this histogram for the sum of the

runs at 18° during Cycle 26. The portion of the histogram shown is

for recoil protons with normal beam polarization (PN) and the gate

Is set on the single hit peak.

One effect of eliminating all the multiple hits was a

reduction in statistics since the true time-correlated events could

not be identified and kept. The ratio of single hits to multiple

hits as a function of center-of-mass scattering angle Is shown In

Fig. 3.4 for both protons and neutrons. The ratios were found to

be independent of the beam polarization state in both cases. As

can be seen from the Figure, the effect on the statistics Is worse

for neutrons than for protons and becomes worse with increasing

angle, eliminating about 1 in every 3 events at the larger angles.

Besides lowering the statistical accuracy of the data, the

elimination of multiple hit events also represented a possible

source of error in the measurements through the introduction of a

false asymmetry. The nature of this source of error and its effect

on the analyzing powers will be addressed in a later section of

this chapter.

Each of the array counter histograms was gated by t le

missing mass gate (IGAT1) and the four multiple hit gates
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Figure 3.3: A portion of the histogram used to record multiple hit
events in the recoil array. The portion shown is for
recoil protons-beam spin up (PN) and is from the
Cycle 26 summed LD« runs at 8, » 18°. The gate is set
on the single hit peak or the PN portion of the
histogram.
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(IGAT3-IGAT6). Thi6 required each array counter event to occur in

coincidence with the quasl-elastically scattered proton detected by

the HRS and also eliminated multiple hits In the recoil array. In

addition, the array counters were gated by the GOOD EVENT test

which ensured that the corresponding event detected by the HRS

satisfied the PID criteria and passed a series of wire chamber

tests. Hie gate on the charged particle paddle histogram

determined whether the array counter event was a proton or a

neutron. A histogram of the modified TDC times of one of the array

counters from the summed 18° runs of Cycle.26 is shown In Fig. 3.5.

Each of the data tapes was replayed in Xhz manner described

above using the PDP 11/60 computer and the Floating Point Systems

AP-120B array processor located at CCH. The LD2 runs at each angle

were summed and the replayed histograms were stored on a disk for

future data reduction.

After the replay of the data tapes was completed, the areas

of the peaks in the array counter TDC histograms had to be

extracted in order to calculate the analyzing powers. This was

(31)
done using the peakfittlng routine PEAKFIT. In this routine four

markers are used to specify the background and peak channel limits.

Markers 1 and 4 define the region of the histogram over which the

background will be calculated. Markers 2 and 3, which are placed

between the background markers, define the peak region. After the

markers are set, the routine calculates the background using the

information in the 1-2 and 3-4 regions and subtracts the background
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Figure 3.5: A typical histogram of an array detector TDC spectrum.
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respectively. The histogram i s from the Cycle 26
summed LD2 runs at 8^ » 18°.
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from region 2-3 to obtain the counts above background for this

region. PEAKFIT then fits the resulting peak with a Gaussian

lineshape. The routine also calculates the uncertainty in the

corrected peak area by considering both the statistical uncertainty

in the peak area and the uncertainty in the determination of the

background. A typical fit to one of the peaks in an array counter

TDC histogram is shown in Fig. 3.6;

The peak areas in each array counter TDC spectrum were

determined in the manner described above for the summed runs for

each laboratory scattering angle. The target empty runs were

analyzed in a similar manner. The areas and the associated errors

for the four peaks in each array counter TDC histogram were then

stored in a data file for future use. Thus at each angle two data

files were created, one which contained the peak areas and errors

of each array counter TDC histogram for the summed LD- runs and one

which contained the peak areas and errors associated with the empty

flask run.

After the peak areas of both the LDj and empty flask runs

at a given angle had been determined, the analyzing powers could be

calculated. The actual calculations were done with the program

A3fMH2. Before discussing ASYMM2, the method employed to obtain

the analyzing powers will be presented.

The analyzing power is computed from the corrected yields

for both beam polarization states and the beam polarization. The

measured yields for each beam polarization state are a function of
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Figure 3.6: A sample fit to a peak in an array detector histogrsia
using the routine PEAKFIT. The dashed line indicates
the calculated background. The placement of the
markers and their purpose are described in the text.
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the integrated beam current, the computer deadtime, and various

other factors. These raw yields must be normalized before the

analyzing power can be computed. The corrected yield (for either

beam polarization state) may be defined as

CORRECTED YIELD - "EA5UKED YIELD . CF ^ (3.

where

CF - CORR. FACTOR -
COMP. LIVE TIME • CHMBR. EFF.

IC » RELATIVE INTEGRATED BEAM CURRENT.

The relative Integrated beam currents corresponding to the two

states of beam polarization were obtained from an ion chamber using

an ORTEC 4 39 current Integrator.

The beam polarization was determined for each run by

measurements with the Line C beam line polarimeter as described in

Chapter 2. The geometric mean of the beam polarizations with spin

up and spin down was computed and used for the analyzing power

calculations. Figure 3.7 shows the measured mean beam

polarizations for both Cycle 24 and Cycle 26.

Once the corrected yields and beam polarization are

determined the analyzing power may be computed. The analyzing

power is defined as
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( 3- 2 )

where e Is the asymmetry defined in Equation (2.2) and Pg is the

beam polarization. Since the HRS detects only particles scattered

to the left of the beam, the asymmetry (e) may be redefined as:

_ T ' (3.3)

Here N is defined as the normalized yield scattered left with beam

polarization NORMAL (spin up) while R is defined as the normalized

yield scattered left with beam YClaris, :ion REVERSE (spin down).

The R yield can be shown to be equivalent to the yield scattered

right with beam polarization NORMAL by symmetry arguments. Thus

the two definitions of the asymmetry, Equations 2.2 and 3.3, are

equivalent and differ only in notation.

In actuality the simple formula given in Equation 3.2 for

the analyzing power was not u6ed because the target flask

contributed to the measured yields of the LD2 runs. It was

necessary to correct the yields of the LD2 runs by using the

measured yields from the corresponding empty flask runs. When the

flask background is taken into account, the analyzing power must be

redefined and is given by
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(NT - RT) - -I(NE - RE)

Ay * pi ' (NT + RT> - (NF + R F) '
 (3'A)

where

P.j. = Mean beam polarization, target (LD2) in

Pg = Mean beam polarization, empty flask

NT = Corrected yield, target in, NORMAL beam polarization

RT - Corrected yield, target in, REVERSE beam polarization

Ng » Corrected yield, empty flask, NORMAL beam polarization

RE = Corrected yield, empty flask, REVERSE beam polarization.

The computation of the error associated the the analyzing

power is straightforward but tedious, and the equation used to

compute this error will not be given here. A derivation of both

the equation for the analyzing power and the equation for the

corresponding error is given in Appendix II.

As mentioned previously, the actual calculation of the

analyzing powers and associated errors was performed using the

program ASYMM2. A listing of the program is given in Appendix III.

The program was written to allow the calculation of both the pp and

pn analyzing powers in a variety of ways. The program has an

option to compute the analyzing power from specified individual
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counters or the analyzing power may be computed by summing

specified counters. In practice, the latter method was used in the

data analysis.

The program reads five data files as input. Two data files

contain the measured yields and errors for the LD_ runs and eiipty

flask run at a given angle. Two others contain the normal and

reverse correction factors and integrated beam currents as well as

the measured mean beam polarizations and the associated errors for

the LDj and empty flask runs. The fifth data file specifies which

counters of the recoil array are to be used in calculating the

analyzing powers.

When the program ASYMM2 is executed, the user is prompted

to specify several options built into the program such as whether

array counter yields are to be sunmed for the specified counters

and whether errors in the measured yields are to read from the data

files or calculated from the measured yields. The program then

asks for the names of the five data files described above. After

the file names are specified, the program reads the files and

calculates the analyzing power and error in the manner specified.

PRESENTATION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiment simultaneously obtained both quasi-free

p + n and p + p analyzing power data except at laboratory

scattering angles of 6°, 8°, and 10° where only the pn analyzing

pcwer was determined since the recoil protons did not reach the
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recoil detection eystem. In this section, the results of the

analyzing power measurements will be presented.

The analyzing powers were calculated with the program

ASYMM2 by summing the measured yields of the recoil array counters

which spanned the maximum in the phase space distribution of the

recoil particles. The sources of errors used in the calculation

were specified in the data files for both the LD2 and empty flask

runs and included both statistical and fitting uncertainties. The

mean beam polarization and error, the correction factors, and the

integrated beam currents were calculated with the standard HRS

program POLSHT which uses results from the ALLTEST tests and the

scalars to calculate the above quantities. The calculation of the

beam polarization and its error takes into account the statistical

uncertainty in determining the left-right asymmetry and the

specified uncertainty in the effective analyzing power of the

polarimeter target.

The results of the quasi-free analyzing power measurements

are shown in Fig. 3.8 for the p + n measurements and in Fig. 3.9

for the p + p measurements. The center-of-mass scattering angle,

©cm, was determined from free nucleon-nucleon kinematics for the

central angle of the HRS at each angle setting. Both the

quasi-free p + n and p + p analyzing powers are tabulated in

Table 3.1.

Two measurements of the quasi-free pn and pp analyzing

powers were made at laboratory scattering angles of 18°, 20°, and
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22? These angles were repeated in order to overlap the data

obtained during the separate running cycles. The two measurements

(32)
at each angle were combined by the weighted sums method and the

error bars reflect the improved statistics.

In the next section a more detailed discussion of the

errors associated with the data points will be presented. Also,

estimates of systematic errors in the results and a discussion of

the sources of these errors will be given. The data will then be

compared to existing free pp and np data which overlap the present

results.

DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL ERRORS

The errors associated with the analyzing pow.̂ r measurements

shown in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9 are due to a combination of

uncertainties in the measured recoil yields and absolute

determination of the mean beam polarization. The uncertainties in

the yields are due to both the statistical uncertainties of the

measurements and the uncertainties in the corrected yields due to

the subtraction of the randoms background under the peaks in the

TDC spectra. The error in the determination of the beam

polarization arises from a combination of statistical uncertainties

in the yields measured measured by the beam line polarimeter

detectors and the uncertainty in the effective analyzing power of

the polarimeter target. These errors were combined in the manner

described in Appendix II to produce the uncertainties in the
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analyzing power measurements listed in Table 3.1 and shown in

Figures 3.8 and 3.9.

In addition to the errors mentioned above, certain

systematic errors exist which are not reflected in the quoted

uncertainties of the results. Although these errors are believed

to be small, they are possible sources of error which may become

substantial when certain experimental conditions exist; they

therefore warrant discussion. The remainder of this section will

address these possible sources of systematic errors and estimate

their effect on the quasi-free analyzing powers.

The first source of systematic error results from

uncertainties in the relative integrated beam currents for the two

beam polarization states. Absolute determinations of the

integrated beam currents are not necessary for analyzing power

measurements, but the determination of the relative integrated beam

currents of the two beam polarization states is essential. It is

for this reason that two relative beam current monitors were used

during the experiment. By monitoring the ratios of the two current

monitors for both beam polarization states, the ability to

determine the relative integrated beam currents can be estimated.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the current monitors tracked

to better than 1.5Z in Cycle 24 and to better than 1% in Cycle 26.

The systematic errors in the analyzing power results due to the

uncertainties in the relative beam currents are therefore expected

to be small.
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Table 3.1

Quasi-free analyzing powers at 0.6 GeV obtained In the experiment

6.0 14.3 0.165 0.099

8.0 19.1 0.258 0.057

10.0 23.8 0.293 0.042

12.0 28.5 0.321 0.033 0.437 0.025

14.0 33.2 0.329 0.029 0.478 0.017

16.0 37.8 0.320 0.026 0.482 0.014

18.0 42.4 0.322 0.020 0.49? 0.008

20.0 47.0 0.302 0.019 0.489 0.007

22.0 51.5 0.278 0.017 0.490 0.006

24.0 56.0 0.266 0.029 0.473 0.009

26.0 60.4 0.217 0.029 0.445 0.009

28.0 64.8 0.170 0.033 0.426 0.010

31.0 71.3 0.120 0.031 0.344 0.009

32.9 75.4 0.084 0.044 0.288 0.011
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Another eource of systematic error is related to the

ability to properly identify the type of recoil particle detected

in the array counters. Since both recoil neutrons and protons are

detected by the array counters, false asymmetries may be introduced

intn the results if the true quasi-free pp and pn analyzing powers

differ and if misidentifications occur.

For the quasi-free pp results a false asymmetry may occur

if the charged particle paddle is triggered by recoil neutrons.

The magnitude of the false asymmetry is dependent upon the

efficiency of the Pilot B charged particle paddle and array

counters to detect recoil neutrons and on the relative differences

in the quasi-free pp and pn analyzing powers. The efficiencies of

the charged particle paddle and array counters to detect neutrons

was not measured during the experiment but are estimated to be

about 0.5% and 30% respectively, by extrapolation from previous

neutron detection efficiency measurements using plastic

(22,33,34)
sclntillators, over most of the energy range covered by

the experiment. Based on these estimates, the error in the

quasi-free pp analyzing power results due to the mlsidentification

of detected recoil neutrons f>= protons is very small and can be

neglected.

A false asymmetry may also be introduced into the

quasi-free pn analyzing power measurements if improper

identification of the recoil particles occurs. However, unlike the

previous case, substantial errors in the pn analyzing power



measurements may result due to small inefficiencies in the charged

particle paddle for detecting protons. This is due mainly to the

near 100% efficiency of the array counters in detecting recoil

protons which do not trigger the charged particle paddle.

Estimates of this effect were made for charged particle paddle

proton detection efficiencies of 99.3% and 99.7%. The former

efficiency is the "measured" efficiency from the LH2 calibration

runs while the latter is the estimated actual efficiency of the

charged particle paddle as discussed earlier in the chapter. The

results of these calculations are shown in Table 3.2. In doing the

calculations the assumption was made that 0.7% and 0.3% of the

protons were misidentified as neutrons. The measured neutron

yields were then corrected based on this assumption and rf>e

analyzing powers computed. As can be seen from the Table, the

effects become more significant with increasing scattering angle

and decreasing charged particle paddle efficiency. For all cases

where simultaneous pp and pn analyzing power data were obtained,

the corrections for the inefficiency in the charged particle paddle

result in smaller pn analyzing powers than the uncorrected results

indicate. Although no absolute determination of the size of this

systematic error can be made since the true efficiency of the

charged particle paddle can only be estimated, the above

calculations serve to illustrate the necessity for a very high

charged particle paddle efficiency.
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Table 3.2

Effects of the charged particle paddle efficiency

on the quasi-free p + n analyzing powers

Percent Percent

6L(deg) Ay(pn)(1) Ay(pn)(2) Difference Ay(pn)(3> Difference

6 .0

8 .0

10.0

12.0

14.0

16.0

18.0

20.0

22.0

24.0

26.0

28.0

31.0

32.9

0.165

0.258

0.293

0.321

0.329

0.320

0.322

0.302

0.278

0.266

0.217

0.170

0.120

0.084

0.165

0.258

0.293

0.320

0.325

0.314

0.313

0.287

0.261

0.250

0.196

0.145

0.096

0.058

0.0

0.0

0 .0

0.3

1.2

1.9

2.8

5.0

6.1

6.0

9.7

14.7

20.0

31.0

0.165

0.258

0.293

0.321

0.328

0.318

0.318

0.296

0.271

0.260

0.209

0.160

0.111

0.074

0.0

0 .0

0 .0

0 .0

0.3

0.6

1.2

2.0

2 .5

2.3

3.7

5.9

7.5

11.9

(1) Quasi-free analyzing powers as measured in the experiment (no
corrections).

(2) "Corrected" quasi-free analyzing powers assuming a charged
particle paddle efficiency of 99.3%.

(3) "Corrected" quasi-free analyzing powers assuming a charged
particle paddle efficiency of 99.7%.
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Systematic errors can also be introduced into the results

during the analysis of the data. The elimination of all multiple

hits in the off-line analysis of the data is one source of such an

error. As dicussed previously, two types of multiple hits are

eliminated. One is due to the scattering of a recoil particle into

a nearby counter, while the other is due to a coincidence between a

real recoil event in one array counter and a random background

event in another counter. Eliminating events in which a random

coincidence was involved could lead to a false asymmetry if the

beam currents were different in the two beam polarization states,

since true coincidences scale with the beam current but random

coincidences scale with the square of the beam current.

The magnitude of a false asymmetry of this type ~.an be

estimated by noting that differences in the normal and reverse

ratios of the single to multiple hit events were not seen for

either recoil protons or neutrons. If one assumes that the

probability of a recoil particle scattering into a nearby detector

is independent of the beam polarization state, then differences in

the random coincidence rates due to unequal beam currents in the

two beam polarization states would cause differences in the single

to multiple hit ratios for normal and reverse beam polarizations.

Since differences were not seen in these ratios, this systematic

error is estimated to be small.

Finally, a comparison between the quasi-free pp and pn

analyzing powers determined in this experiment and previously
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+ (18,29) +

measured free pp analyzing powers and free np anelyzing
(35)

powers is shown in Fig. 3.10. Excellent agreement is seen

between the free pp data and the quasi-free pp data from this

experiment suggesting that overall systematic errors are small.

However, only fair agreement is seen in the pn case which suggests

that in either the np measurements or this pn experiment the quoted

errors are unrealistic.
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CHAPTER A

PARAMETERIZATION OF THE DATA, IMPLICATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS

INTRODUCTION

The determination of the 0.8 GeV quasi-free p + n analyzing

powers at forward angles was the first of a set of experiments

designed to help better determine the free nucleon-nucleon

scattering amplitudes at this energy. In this chapter, the

experimental results will be discussed and comparisons with phase

shift predictions will be made. The usefulness of the new data in

constraining the phase shifts will be shown by comparing the

nucleon-nucleon amplitudes obtained with and without the new data.

These amplitudes will then be used in a KMT analysis of previously

reported p + HUCa elastic scattering data in order to provide

an indication of the problems which still exist.

USE OF QUASI-FREE EXPERIMENTS TO DETERMINE FREE

NUCLEON-NUCLEON AMPLITUDES

Before the effects of the new experimental data on the

nucleon-nucleon scattering amplitudes are described, some

discussion is warranted concerning the validity of using quasi-free

analyzing power measurements to aid in the determination of the

free nucleon-nucleon amplitudes. As mentioned previously, the LD9
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target used in the experiment served as a source of "free" protons

and neutrons. In actuality, the LD- target differs In two ways

from a free proton target (I.e. an LH. target) or a hypothetical

free neutron target: (1) the proton and neutron which comprise the

deuteron are bound and, (2) the possibility of final-state

Interactions must be considered in quasi-free scattering using

deuterons.

Quasi-elastic scattering is a process in which the

projectile and a target nucleon scatter as if the target nucleon

were free. If the energy of the projectile is large compared to

the binding energy of the target nucleon and if the projectile is a

nucleon, then the process essentially follows the free two-nucleon

kinematics. Since the binding energy of the deuteron is about

2.23 MeV while the proton beam energy is 0.8 GeV, any kinematic

effects due to the target nucleon being bound are expected to be

quite small.

The interaction of the quasi-elastically scattered target

nucleon with the spectator nucleon of the deuterium nucleus

(final-state Interaction) may also result In differences between

free and quasi-free nucleon-nucleon scattering. Considerable

theoretical attention has been given to final-state Interactions in

(37-40)
quasi-free scattering at lower incident energies, but

detailed theoretical studies of the role of the final-state
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interaction in quasi-free nucleon-nucleon scattering at energies

ne?r 1 GeV have not been made.

However, some qualitative statements can be made concerning

the effects of final-state interactions. Final-state effects are

thought to be small in the region of the quasi-free peak for

(41)
momentum transfers which exceed 100 MeV/c. This is supported by

the excellent agreement between the previously measured free pp

analyzing powers and the quasi-free pp analyzing powers obtained in

this experiment. Final-state interaction effects on the forward

angle pn analyzing powers, where quasi-free pp analyzing powers

were not obtained, are less certain. Previous quasi-free

(42-44)
measurements at lower incident energies and subsequent

(37,39,45)
reanalyses of the data indicate that, in general,

final-state interaction corrections to quasi-free analyzing power

measurements are small (< 10*) and that good agreement is seen

between free and quasi-free analyzing powers over a wide range of

incident particle and recoil particle energies. Thus any

differences between the quasi-free analyzing powers obtained in

this experiment and the free nucleon-nucleon analyzing powers are

expected to be snail.

PHASE-SHIFT ANALYSES

In order to see if the new 0.8 GeV quasi-free p + n

analyzing power data further constrain the neutron-proton
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scattering amplitudes at 800 MeV, phase-shift analyses which

incorporated these data were made. Three sets of proton-neutron

amplitudes for 800 MeV were obtained using the program SAID^6^

(Scattering Analyses Interactive Dial-In) which enables a dial-in

user to obtain the phase-shift predictions, amplitudes, and

observables of Arndt and collaborators using a variety of

user-specified options in the program. In this section, the

results of these phase-shift analyses will be described.

Amplitudes and observables may be obtained from the program

SAID by specifying either an energy-dependent or "single-energy"

solution. The single-energy solution C750 was used to compute the

amplitudes and observables shown in this dissertation. This

solution uses the nucleon-nucleon data from 670 to 820 MeV in the

data base to calculate the phases, amplitudes, and observables.

Using this solution, phase-shift predictions of the np scattering

amplitudes and the free np analyzing powers at 800 MeV were

obtained before the present experimental data were entered into the

data base. The resulting prediction for the analyzing power is

shown as the dashed curve In Fig. A.I while the real and imaginary

parts of the np amplitudes a, c, m, g, and h (defined in

Equation 1.22 of Chapter 1) are represented by the dashed curves of

Figs. 4.2 - 4.6. As seen in Fig. 4.1, the experimental angular

distribution is inadequately reproduced by the phase-shift solution

in both shape and magnitude.
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Figure A.I: A comparison of the phase-shift predictions for the pn
analyzing powers at 800 MeV with the quasi-free
analyzing powers obtained in this experiment. The
phase-shift results are from reference 46 and are
described in the text.
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The experimental data were then added to the data base and

the amplitudes and analyzing power predictions were recomputed.

The resulting pn analyzing power and scattering amplitudes changed

insignificantly from the predictions made before the experimental

data were included. For this reason, the predictions for the

analyzing power and amplitudes which resulted when the experimer*:al

data were included in the data base are not shown in

Figs. 4.1 - 4.6, since the curves would be indistinguishable from

the previous results.

One naively expects some improvement in the fit to the

experimental data when they are included in the data base; however,

since the data base used in the computation of the observables and

amplitudes contained 651 experimental data points before the data

from this experiment were added, the phases were apparently

constrained enough so that the inclusion of the additional 14 data

points did little to alter the amplitudes aid phases at 800 MeV.

In order to determine a phase-shift solution which

reproduced the analyzing power data obtained in this experiment, an

option in the program SAID was used to enter fictitious data into

the data base. Emphasis was placed on reproducing fits to the

forward angle pn data near 800 MeV which consist of the pn

analyzing power measurements of this experiment and the forward

(47)
argle differential cross section data of Carlini, et.. al.. In

order to accomplish this, smooth curves were drawn through the
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forward angle data, and fictitious data vh.zh fell on these curves

were added to the data base. The errors associated with the

fictitious data were specified to be ± 0.01, thus causing the new

solution to bend toward the fictitious data. A total of 11

fictitious differential cross section points and 28 fictitious

analyzing power points were included In this way. The resulting

phase-shift predictions for the analyzing power and the pn

scattering amplitudes are shown as the solid curves in

Figs. 4.1 - 4.6. As expected, the forward angle analyzing powers

are now adequately reproduced.

An additional routine in the program SAID was ther used to

compute the Ixl per degree of freedom for the data base points

lying between 700 and 800 MeV for the phase-shift solutions before

?.nd after the "forced" fit to the forward angle data. The results

are given in Table 4.1. As can be seen from the Table, the forced

fit phase-shift solution provides somewhat poorer reproduction of

the experimental data base than the "standard" phase-shift solution

except at energies very close to 800 MeV where some overall

improvement is seen. It is unclear whether these results reflect

the unphysical nature of the forced-fit solution or whether these

problems are a manifestation of the way in which the energy

dependence of the phases are parameterized.

In the next section the results of KMT calculations, using

the pn scattering amplitudes obtained from the phase-shift analyses
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800

Table 4.1

Results of the |xI analysis of the pn data base from 700 to

before and after the "forced" fit to the

800 MeV forward angle analyzing powers

IXl2/pt. IXl2/pt.

Energy(MeV)Observablev before after

p

SGTR

DSG

P

SGTR

SGT

SGT

DSG

SGTR

SGT

DSG

P

SGTR

DSG

SGTR

P

8

1

85

18

1

1

1

87

1

1

98

18

1

36

1

14

700.0

700.0
709.3
725.0

725.0
725,, S

730.0

734.1

730.0

767.3

770.6

775.0

775.0

790.0

800.0
800.0

1.525

0.268
0.939
1.906
0.104
0.043
1.565
1.087
0.883
0.094

1.775

1.192

1.968

2.042

2.661
1.342

1.299

0.268

1.529

2.288
0.104
0.141
1.760

2.045
0.884
0.098
3.244
2.079
1.969
1.924
2.662
0.722

(1) Number of points, energy, and IxI are from reference 46.

(2) P • Polarization or analyzing power

DSG • Differential cross section

SGTR » Total reaction cross section

SGT « Total cross section
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discussed in this section, will be presented. These calculations

will demonstrate that either (1) the pn amplitudes are still very

poorly determined, or (2) the standard applications of multiple

scattering theories at 0.8 GeV are not, as yet, capable of

providing such information as neutron-proton density differences.

NUCLEON-NUCLEOK AMPLITUDES AND KMT ANALYSES

An analysis of recent p" + *"Ca differential cross section

(36)
and analyzing power data obtained at HRS was performed using

the KMT formalism discussed in Chapter 1. Inputs to the

calculations consisted of three different sets of nucleon-nucleon

amplitudes, discussed below, and the proton matter distribution

obtained from electron scattering data. For a given calculation,

the neutron matter distribution was varied to optimize the fit to

the experimental differential cross section while keeping the

proton matter distribution and the given set of nucleon-nucleon

amplitudes fixed. In this way, the effects of a given set of

scattering amplitudes on the predicted p + ^Ca analyzing power

angular distribution and the root-mean-square difference in the

neutron and proton matter distribution radii, Ar , of the ^°Ca

nucleus could be studied.

Two of the KMT calculations were performed using

nucleon-nucleon amplitudes obtained from phase-shift analyses. The

pp scattering amplitudes were obtained from the SM80 phase-shift
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(46)
solution at 800 MeV, while two sets of pn scattering amplitudes

were used in the calculations: (1) the amplitudes obtained using

the C750 phase-shift solution before the quasi-free analyzing power

measurements were added to the data base, and (2) the amplitudes

obtained by forcing a fit to the forward angle data near 800 MeV,

as discussed previously.

The third KMT calculation used a set of Gaussian scattering

amplitudes as Input. The amplitudes were obtained by fixing the

double-spin-flip amplitudes, m, g, and h, at values predicted by

phase-shift analyses and then fitting the available nucleon-nucleon

data near 800 MeV with Gaussian parameterizations of the

spin-independent and spin-dependent amplitudes, a and c. Four of

the six parameters for either the pp or pn system may be determined

using the available data and the remaining two parameters are the

obtained by searching on the undetermined parameters and minimizing

the Ixl of the fit to the nucleon-nucleon data. The procedure

described here for obtaining the Gaussian amplitudes is very

(5)
similar to a previously reported method used to obtain

parameterized scattering amplitudes for KMT calculations, with the

exception that here the double-spin-flip amplitudes are fixed at

values predicted by phase-shift analyses enabling the determination

(48)
of a unique set of scattering amplitudes.

The results of the KMT calculations using the pn amplitudes

obtained from the phase-shift analysis before the quasi-free
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analyzing power data were included in the data base are shuwn in

Figure 4.7 and as Solution 1 in Figure 4.8. Also shown in

Figure 4.8 are the results of the KMT calculations using the

forced-fit amplitudes (Solution 2) and the Gaussian amplitudes

(Solution 3). Since comparable fit6 to the p + *°Ca differential

cross section data resulted for all three calculations, the results

of the calculations for Solutions 2 and 3 have been omitted from

Figure 4.7 for the 6ake of clarity.

As 6een in Figure 4.8, the fits to the p + *°Ca analyzing

power data differ only slightly for the calculations using either

of the sets of scattering amplitudes obtained from the phase-shift

analyses (Solution 1 or 2) and both calculations fail to reproduce

the structure of the analyzing power angular distribution at

forward angles. These results suggest that the allowable variation

in the double-spin-flip amplitudes may offset any partial attempt

to determine the spin-independent and spin-dependent amplitudes , a

and c, used in the KMT calculations. The calculation using the

Gaussian amplitudes (Solution 3) is more successful in reproducing

the forward angle structure of the analyzing power data, but all

three calculations fail to reproduce the experimental data

quantitatively. In addition, the KMT calculations resulted in

values for the neutron-proton root-mean-square radius difference,

A r , of -0.175 fin, -0.193 fm, and -0.142 fm for Solutions 1, 2,

and 3, respectively. These values differ somewhat from results
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p • 4 °C0. 0.8 G»V

TYPICAL FIT TO GROUND
STATE ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION

\ /

V
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Figure 4.7: Fit to the 0.8 GeV p + *°Ca elastic differential cross
section data of reference 36. The fit shown is the
result of a KMT calculation using the proton-neutron
amplitudes obtained before the data from the present
experiment were Included in the data base, as
explained in the text. Similar fits resulted when the
proton-neutron amplitudes obtained from other
phase-shift solutions or the Gaussian amplitudes
discussed in the text were used in the KMT
calculations.
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Figure A.B: Predicted elastic analyzing powers for p + 40Ca at 0.8 CeV compared to the
data of reference 36. Solution 1 results when the amplitudes, obtained
before the data from the experiment were added to the data base, are used.
Solution 2 Is obtained by using the amplitudes from the forced-rlt
phase-shift solution. Solution 3 results when Gaussian amplitudes are used.



obtained IT. previous analyses of the p + *°Ca date ' and

provide some Indication of the sensitivity of the KMT analyses of

p-nucleus scattering data to the nucleon-nucleon scattering

amplitudes. A study to determine the origins of the differences

encountered in KMT analyses as they relate to the scattering

(48)
amplitudes will be undertaken in the near future.

CONCLUSIONS

The measurement of the forward angle quasi-free p + n

analyzing powers at 600 MeV represents the first step in a better

determination of the nucleon-nucleon scattering amplitudes at this

energy. Phase-shift analyses of the data reported here have shown

chat the nucleon-nucleon phases and amplitudes are sensitive to the

data. The results of KMT calculations using scattering amplitudes

obtained from phase-shift analyses have suggested that the

variations possible in the double-spin-flip amplitudes may prevent

any partial determination of the spin-independent and

spin-dependent amplitudes used in the KMT calculations. The KMT

analysis has also provided an Indication of the sensitivity of the

proton-nucleus calculations to the nucleon-nucleon amplitudes.

Additional nucleon-nucleon experiments are necessary to uniquely

determine the nucleon-nucleon amplitudes at 0.8 GeV. Experiments

designed to help determine the double-spln-fllp amplitudes will be
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undertaken In the near future and represent the next step In

determining the scattering amplitudes.
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APPENDIX I

CAMAC DATA WORDS AND SAMPLE SCALAR, TEST

FILE, AND HISTOGRAM FILE LISTINGS

The CAMAC data words associated with each HRS TRIGGER

signal are listed for both Cycles 24 and 26. Sample listings of

the scalars used for on-line data acquisition during Cycle 26 and

the ALLTEST and histogram files used in the off-line analysis of

the Cycle 26 data follow.
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CAMAC Data Words

Cycle 24 Cycle 26

(1)
ADC WORDS

Polar. NORMAL P.H.

Polar. REVERSE P.H.

S4 UP P.H.

S4 DOWN P.H.

(2)
TDC WORDS

SI UP TIME

SI DOWN TIME

S4 UP TIME

S4 DOWN TIME

CHMBR 2 CATH(+)

CHMBR 3 CATH(+)

CHMBR 6 CATH(+)

CHMBR 2 CATH(-)

CHMBR 3 CATH(-)

CHMBR 6 CATH(-)

CHMBR 2 ANODE(+)

CHMBR 3 ANODE(+)

CHMBR 6 ANODE(+)

CHMBR 2 ANODE(-)

( 1 )
ADC WORDS

P o l a r . NORMAL P . H .

P o l a r . REVERSE P .H.

S4 UP P . H .

S4 DOWN P . H .

( 3 )
TDC WORDS

SI UP TIME

SI DOWN TIME

S3 UP TIME

53 DOWN TIME

54 UP TIME

S4 DOWN TIME

CHMBR 2 CN-CP

CHMBR 2 CATH(+)

CHMBR 2 AN-AP

CHMBR 2 ANODE(+)

CHMBR 3 CN-CP

CHMBR 3 CATH(+)

CHMBR 3 AN-AP

CHMBR 3 ANODE(+)
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Cycle 24 Cycle 26

CHMBR 3 ANODE(-)

CHMBR 6 ANODE(-)

NEUTRON 1 TOF

NEUTRON 2 TOF

NEUTRON 3 TOF

NEUTRON 4 TOF

NEUTRON 5 TOF

NEUTRON 6 TOF

NEUTRON 7 TOF

NEUTRON 8 TOF

NEUTRON 9 TOF

NEUTRON 10 TOF

NEUTRON 11 TOF

NEUTRON 12 TOF

NEUTRON 13 TOF

NEUTRON 14 TOF

NEUTRON 15 TOF

NEUTRON 16 TOF

NEUTRON 17 TOF

NEUTRON 18 TOF

NEUTRON 19 TOF

NEUTRON 20 TOF

NEUTRON 21 TOF

CHMBR 4 CN-CP

CHMBR 4 CATH(+)

CHMBR 4 AN-AP

CHMBR 4 ANODE(+)

CHMBR 5 CN-CP

CHMBR 5 CATH(+)

CHMBR 5 AN-AP

CHMBR 5 ANODE(+)

NEUTRON 1 TOF

NEUTRON 2 TOF

NEUTRON 3 TOF

NEUTRON 4 TOF

NEUTRON 5 TOF

NEUTRON 6 TOF

NEUTRON 7 TOF

NEUTRON 8 TOF

NEUTRON 9 TOF

NEUTRON 10 TOF

NEUTRON 11 TOF

NEUTRON 12 TOF

NEUTRON 13 TOF

NEUTRON 14 TOF

NEUTRON 15 TOF
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Cycle 24 Cycle 26

NEUTRON 22 TOF NEUTRON 16 TOF

NEUTRON 23 TOF NEUTRON 17 TOF

NEUTRON 2A TOF NEUTRON 18 TOF

CHARGED PARTICLE TIME NEUTRON 19 TOF

NEUTRON 20 TOF

NEUTRON 21 TOF

NEUTRON 22 TOF

NEUTRON 23 TOF

CHARGED PARTICLE TIME

(1) The ADC's were gated by a TRIGGER signal.

(2) The TDC's were started by a TRIGGER signal and stopped by a
detector signal.

(3) The TDC's were gated by a TRIGGER signal. All TDC channels
except (CN-CP) and (AN-AP) were started by a TRIGGER signal and
stopped by the detector signal. CN-CP and AN-AP channels were
started by the signal from the (-) end of the chamber cathode or
anode delay line and stopped by ,a signal from the (+) end of the
delay line.
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TRIOCEM
2-01-01 (BUm-KORM) EVERTS
2-91-82 <Rim*KOWI) 1« KHZ
2-01-6P. (RllNxROlW) SEH4
2-01-64 <RUN*RORM> IC4
2-oi-es (Rim>nowi) ica
2-01-06 (RUNcRORM) SFJ1G lk*B)
2-01-07 <RUIU'HORrt> FL1CPL2
2 - 0 1 - e O <RUN>:ROIW> PL1*DLDPL2
2-01-69 <RUN*RORf!) PL3rPL4
2-01-10 <RUN>:NOf(n> PL3«DLDPL4
2-o i -n <nun>nonn> BEAU CATES
2 - 0 2 - 6 6 <RUN"HEV> TRIGGERS
2 - 0 2 - 0 1 <RUN*RF.V> EVENTS
2 - 0 2 - 6 2 «R»H*REV> 10 BIZ
2 - 0 2 - 0 3 <RUN*REV> SFJM
2 - 0 2 - 0 4 (RUNcRF.V) IC4
2 - 0 2 - 0 3 (RUHinF.V) IC3
2 - 0 2 - 6 6 <RrrN>:REV> PEH3 (A+B)
2 - 0 2 - 6 7 <RUR*RF.V) PLI*PL2
2 - 0 2 - 0 8 <RUH*nF.VI PLI*DLDPL2
2 - 0 2 - 0 9 <RUH*RF.V> PL3»PL4
2 - 0 2 - 1 6 <RUN*nEV> PL3*DLDPL4
2 - 0 2 - 1 1 (RUN>RF.V) R 9 M GATES
2 - 0 3 - 6 0 <RUN«-nmi1«N0IW TRICCERS
2 - 0 3 - 0 1 <RUN*DEin*HORH) EVENTS
2 - 0 3 - 0 2 (RUH*BF.1fl*N0rd1I> 10 KHZ
2 - 0 3 - 0 3 (RUH*BEAH*r!0R]1> 8 1 « S 2
2 - 0 3 - 6 4 <RUN*DEAM*NORM> S3«S4
2 - 0 3 - O S <RUH>:nF.AH*NOPJl) HFUTROF *Zi
2 - 0 3 - 6 6 (RllN>^nF-AM*NORN) VETO UP»DOVH
2 - O 3 - 0 7 (RUN«BI:\Mil10RII) PLKPL2
2 - 0 3 - 6 8 <RUrU-BE\H*HOR«) PLKDLDPL2
2 - 0 3 - 0 9 (RI.INi:BKAft*HORfl) PL3»PL4
2 - 0 3 - 1 0 (RMNvnntrt'KORHt PL3*DLDPL4
2 - 0 3 - 1 1 <RUH>BKAri*NORH> REUTROR » 1 2
2 - 0 4 - 0 0 (RUii*nF.A11*RnV> TRICCERS
2 - 0 4 - 6 1 (RIJN'BCArl'RF.V) EVENTS
2-04-02 <nuN>.nF.\n*nF.v> • • KHZ
2 - 0 4 - 0 3 (RUNiBF^MKREV) g l * S 2
2 - 0 4 - 0 4 <RUN<CF.\!I*HF.V> S 3 * S 4
2 - 0 4 - 0 5 (Rl.iP*nF.AN*RF.V) »1 TF.LE 1*2*9
2 - 0 4 - 0 6 <1Wttr.BrAH*RZV1 # 2 TELE 1*2*3
2 - 0 4 - 0 7 {nilN*nF.<m*RF,V> PLI*PL2
2 - 0 4 - 0 0 (RI.IB»:nF.APi*RF.V) PLUDLDPL2
2 - 0 4 - 0 9 <RIIN<:BEAH*RCV> PL3*PL4
2 - 0 4 - 1 0 (RUNBBF.AriftnCV) P L 3 * D L D P L 4
2 - 0 1 - 1 1 <RUK<:BF.AN*RF.V) BEAtl CATER
2 - 6 3 - 0 0 <RUN^BElAM*-BUSy»rfORN> TRICCEH8
2 - 0 3 - 6 1 (RUN»:3EAM*-BUSY*H0RN) EVKHTS
2 - 0 3 - 0 2 <RUNl:DF.An*-B>>5r*N0RN> ! • KHZ
2 - 0 3 - 0 3 (RUR<:Bn<N*-DIJSV*RORII) S U S 2
2 - 0 3 - 6 4 <HUN>:Bi:W*-BUSY*R.OnH> S3*S4
2 - 0 3 - 0 5 <RUH*BF.AN*-BtlSY*!(ORH) #1 TELE 1*2»3
2 - 0 5 - 0 6 <RUN«nF.AN*-nUSY*nORH) '2 TELE 1*2*3
2 - 0 3 - 0 7 <R'jm:nFAM*-BUSY*NOM) PL1*PI2*PLS
2 - 0 3 - 0 0 (RUN-nF.An*-BUSV*l»ORN> PLI*DPL2*PL9
2 - 0 3 - 0 9 CR'JN*BF.AM*-BVSY*NORH> PL3*PL4*PL7
2 - 0 3 - I * lWJH"nFA«*-BUSY*IIOtltlt PL3*DPL4*PL7
2 - 0 3 - 1 1 <RnH*Br.»N*-nUSY*ROIin) BEAM CATES
2 - 0 6 - 0 0 <RUH*BEAM*-BUSY*REV> TRIWERS
2 - 0 6 - 0 1 <RUN*BF.AM«-BUSY*REV> EVENTS
2 - 0 6 - 6 2 (nUH»BEAN«-BUSY*REV) 16 KHZ

2-06-64
2-06-63
2-06-66
2-06-07
2-06-6B
2-06-09
2-06-16
2-06-11
2-07-06
2-07-01
2-07-02
2-07-63
2-07-64
2-07-03
2-07-06
2-07-67
2-07-08
2-07-69
2-07-16
2-07-11
2-00-00
2-00-61
2-00-62
2-00-63
2-03-04

2-oa-ej
2-0.1-06
2-«l3-07
2-nn-co
2-03-09
2-0.1-10
2-1)3-11
2-09-60
2-09-01
2-09-62
2-09-03
2-09-04
2-09-05
2-09-06
2-09-67
2-09-08
2-09-69

2-09-11
2-16-66
2-10-01
2-16-02
2-11-00
2-11-61
2-11-62
2-12-66
2-12-61
2-12-62
2-12-63
2-12-04
2-12-65
2-12-66
2-12-07
2-12-68
2-12-09

<RUN*BF.AH*-BUSY*RF.V> 8E*S4
(RUR"BEAn*-BUSY*REV( *l TELE 1*2*3
<RUK*BF.An*-BUSY*REV> ' 2 TELE 1*2*3
(nU»»BEAN*-BUSY*REV) PLI*PL2*PLS
<RUN»BRAM*-B'.'SY»RF.V) PL1*DPL2*PLS
mUN>:BF.AM*-BllSY*REV) PL3«PL4*PL7
IRUN*BEAH*-BUSY*REV) PL3*DPL4*PL7
(RUH»BEAn*-BUSY*RF.V> BEAT) CATES
(RUNIBFJUI) REUTRON »1
<RUN»BMff) NrUTROU ' 2
(RURxBEAK) REUTROK » 3
(RUNxBEAH) REUTROU ' 4
(RUN*BE*M» REUTROH » 5
(RUNl'BFJkH) REU1H0H »6
(RUR*BFAH) REUTROU »7
(RUN'BCAFI) RF.imiOB ' 8
(RUN'BEAH) RF.irTROK * 9
(RUN.B£>M> NEUTRON ' 1 6
(RUHttBEAFI) REUTROR ' 1 1

<RUN>K0RJ1) SFJI4
IC4
iC3
SF.H3 ( A * B »

mUN»:N0RM> PLI SIRCLO!
(nutirr:onn> PL2 SIRCLES
<HUK>'N0H11) PL3 SINGLES
(RUN>:NORn> PL4 S I H G U S
(R'JN'^ORM) S I * S 2
(Rlina:NO!UI) S3*S4
tRIIN^ROIW) » l TELE 1*2*3
<RUn>NORH) ' 2 TELE 1*2*3
(RUN^REV) 6EPJ4
<ROR»RKV) IC4
(RUNlHEV) 1C3
<RUN*RF.V> SEH3 CA*B)
<nUH*RF.V) PLI SIRCLES
(RUTURF.V) PL2 S1HCLES
IRUN^REV) PL3 CIRCLES
<RUN>RF.V> PL4 SIRGLES
<RUN*RF.V) S I * S 2
(R'm*RF.V> S 3 * S 4
(RUr<):RF.V) ' 1 TELE 1*2*3
(RVflxREV) # 2 TIXE 1*2*3
(RUK^BEAH*NORfl) T1*T2
(RUN<BEAri*W0Rf1) T I ' D L i m
<B'.IR»-nF.AM*KORH) TI*T2*EVEITr
<nu!«»nF.An«REV) T I * T 2
<RU.1*BF.An*REV> TKDLDT2
(RUH*BF^H*REV) T1»T2«EVEBT
(RUR^BEAri) REUTRON ' 1 3
(RUNxBEAm REUTRON ' 1 4
<RUN*BEAN> REVTROR ' I S
(RURxBEAN) NEUTRON ' I t
<RUN>:l!K<\N> NKUTHON » I 7
(RUR>'REAN) NF.U1H0N ' I S
(RUNvRF^H) NEUTROR ' 1 9
<nUJI::DE4H) HF.UTBOR ' 2 0
(RUR^BF.AM) RF.UTRON »21
(RURr.BEAH) REUTRON ' 2 2
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6*r.65.M,4.
•OX I,
BOX 3.
BOX 9.
CATC 1,1,-1.
CATE 1,1,-1,
CATE 1.1,-1.
CATI I.I.-I.
CATE I2,2*,«**,
CATE 13.M.M*.
IOH.-1.I,
AND.-9.6.
AND,-6.9.
END.
CA.141.49**,!*!**.
CA.I42.49«a.l*l**,
CA.143.49*0.1*1**,
CA,144.99*0.1*1**,
CA,143,99*0.l*l«*.
CA.146.99**.!*!**.
BOX 4.
CA.239.t9tM.lM2*.
CA,24*.9980.1*02*,
CA.181.I3»O«.7*6*.
CA.181.19*0*.7***,
ICAT I,
ICAT 2.
CA.I6*.75**,125**.
CA.14B.980a.1*206.
CA.162,73*0.1250*.
CA.130.980*,l*20*,
CA.I93.9868.99S6.
CA. 193.9956,1*044.
CA. 193,1*044.1*132,
CA,193,9668,1*132,
CA,193,9046,1*193,
CA.193,9840.1*234,
AIID. 1,8,
AND,1.9,
AflD.14.IS.l6.IT.9t,
AND,14.18,16,17,97,
AMI.2*.21 .38.
AMU.20,21.39,
ANU,4*,19,
AND,41,19,
AND.IS.16,17,96,
AND,14.16,17.96,
AND.14,IS,17,96,
AMD,14.IS,16,96,
AND,15,16,17,37,
AND,14,16.17.37,
AND,14,15,17.97,
AND,14,15,16,97,
AND.42.24,
AND,43,24,
ion.42,43,
END.
ICAT 3.
ICAT 4,
ICAT 5,
ICAT 4,
CA,203.7.*7.
CA.2*3,248.949.
CA,2*3,919,599,
CA.2*3,765.643.
IOR.5S.S6,
10)1,37,88,
1OR,63.44.
AND.42,45,
AND.43,65,
AND.39,-S3.
ANU,6*,-S6,
AND,61.-17.
AND,62,-SB,
1011,52,53,
IOH,66,67,
A till.73.24.
END.
FINISH.

ltl*S.I7*)E3CPlB3P0L.nT (MODIFIED FOR PPNBUT)
tl INSIDE BOX — I . FID
• 3 3
|9 9
•4 DUHHY
|5 DUMMY
• 6 DUMMY
i7 DUMMY

•a NORM P.B. SIGNAL
|9 REV P.I. 6ICNAL
ll* LOOP I COUNTER
111 LOOP 1 COUNTER MMUI
• 12 REV
,13 CEHBR 1 CHXSUM
• 14 2
• 15 3
116 4
117 8
• IB 6
• 19 ANCLE CUT"> XC'183> VB ROTATED ABCLE <*196)
|2* DIFF. OF DRIFT CORR. POS. CH2.3
|2I DRF DIFF 45 !••- 2MN)
122 SPARE
123 SPARE
• 24 PEAK 1
• 25 2
l26 CR2X
•27 CU2Y
(28 CH4X
I29 CH4Y
13* SCATT ANCLE 1
• 31 * 2
• 32 • 3
133 • 4
• 34 ' 5
l33 FULL BCT ANCLE HECIOIt 2 DECREES
•36 COOD PID .HOHH
• 37 COOD PID. REV
• 38 PID, 2.3,4.5 CKSDHS, KOMI
• 39 PID, 2,3,4,3 CKSUMS, REV
•4* PID. 2-5 CKSMS (DRIFT DIFF. R O M
• 41 PID. 2-5 CKSMS SDRIFT DIFF, REV
•42 COOD EVEITT » > COOD PID. CBIIBAS. XA5CLE, HOWJ
• 43
•44 ALL
• 45
146 ALL
•47 ALL
148 ALL
|49
•5* ALL
•51 ALL

CHHBftS BUT 3. COOD PID. HOW!
REV

OMMIS BUT 4
CHMDRS BUT 5
CHHBHS BUT 2

BUT 4
CMNBRS BUT 5

COOD PID. HORN
COOD PID, NORM
COOD PID. REV
1
COOD FID, REV
COOD PID, BEV

• 52 COOD EVENT, PEAK 1, NORN
• 53 COOD EVENT. PEAK I. REV
• 54 COOD EVENT. OR OF NORM AND BEV

«55 (1NCLE BIT REUTROH RORHAL
• 56 B1NCLE HIT NEUTRON REV
•87 SINGLE HIT PROTON NORMAL
156 SINCLE HIT PROTON REVERSE
|59 NEUTRON COUNTER (NEUIHON NORMAL)
• 6* BEUTROK COUNTER (NEUTRON REVERSE)
• 61 NEUTRON COUNTER (PHOTON NORMAL)
t*2 NEUTRON COUNTER (PROTON REVERSE)
I43 NEUTRON SINCLE HIT
(64 PROTON SINCLE HIT
|6S SINCLE MIT (NEUTRON COUNTER)
• 66 COOD EVENT, I BIT.NOHNAI.
• 67 COOD EVENT.! BIT,REVERSE
I68 MULTIPLE HIT (NEUTRON NORMAL)
|64 HULTIPLE (IT (HEUTAOK REVERSE)
I74 MULTIPLE IIT (PROTON NORMAL)
|71 MULTIPLE HIT (1'itO'l'ON lit V WISE I
• 72 COOD EVENT, PEAK 1, MOilN OR REV
|73 COflU EVENT,I HIT NORM OR REV
•74 COOD EVEMT.PEAK 1.1 BIT NOIUl OR REV
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rn.E-rrnBurr2.BBr
FM.t ALL
• |:|«4,B3M.IIM«,4
T1M2
B2=I94,B3M,1I84)4).4
T2-43
•3 = 193. »5«4), I I S N . M
T3-42

T4=43
• S-IM.«.812.B

T*=74
•7=78.••2*48.••
T7'74

• IO-8I .•.2*4O.I«
TI0-74
• I I'82.*,2*4B.I*
Til-74
81^-63.•,2*40,I*
TI2=74
BI3=B4.«.M4B.I«
TI3-74
BI4>S9.«.2*4B.I«
TI4-74
BIS*86.».2*4B.I«
TI5*74
•16=87.• .2*48, I t
Tl*»74
•l7<B8.«.2«4a.l*
TI7»T4
•10=89,»,2*48.••
Tl 11=74
•I9>9*,«,2«48,l«
TI9>74
•20=91,• .2*48, I*
T20=74
B2l«92.».M4a.l*
T2I-74
•22*43. • , t *4« . l«
T22»74
•23-94.«.2*48. I *
T23»74
B24>9B,t,2»M,l«
T24-74

T2S*T4
B26'*7,«,M4B,I»
T26-74
•27>48,B,2«40,l«
T27<74

B2«'2*3,B.2*48.2
T29-M
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APPENDIX II

A DERIVATION OF THE EQUATIONS USED TO COtlPUTE THE

ANALYZING POWER AND ERROR WITH CORRECTIONS

FOR A TARGET FLASK BACKGROUND

A derivation of the equations used to compute the ?nalyzing

power and error with background corrections is presented. The

corrections to thp analyzing power and error take into account

empty target (target flask) backgrounds and errors associated with

the measured beam polarization. The derived equations are used in

the program ASYMM2, listed in APPENDIX III.
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Derivation of the Analyzing Power with Corrections for a Background

Generated by a Target Flask

The experimental cross sections with bean spin up (at) and

beam spin down (a+) for a target with analyzing power A are given

by

Ot - (l + A y P B ) | (II. l)

and

a+ - (1 - AyPB>! , (II.2)

whers ? B is the beam polarization and o is the total cross section.

This may be written in terms of the normalized yield for beam spin

up (N) and the normalized yield for beam spin down (R) as

N - (1 + AyPB)I (II.3)

and

R - (1 - AyPB)I , (II.4)

where Y Is the total (N + R) normalized yield and is independent of
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the beam polarization, P_. By subtracting Equations II.3 and II.U,

the difference in the normalized yields may be written as

N - R - AyPgY . (II.5)

Similarly, if the yields for an empty flask run are measured, the

analyzing power of the empty flask may be written in terms of the

normalized yields as

where PE is the beam polarization for the empty flask run and Nt-

and Rg are the normalized yields of the empty flask with beam spin

up and beam spin down, respectively.

For an empty flask run in which the beam polarization is

the same as that for the flask full run (P_ - P £), the analyzing

power of the flask may be written as

V " PI NTTB "E T RE
T • (11.7)

where (ME + R£) - (NE + R£) » Y£. By equating Equations II.6 and

11.7 we find that
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NE - RE " ^ (NE " RE> •
*E

since the total normalized yields are equal. The analyzing power

of the target may be obtained by subtracting the flask background

yields as follows:

(RT -

or equivalently,

(NT -

This may be written in terms of the measured empty target yields N£

and Rg (i.e. no longer assuming that the beam polarizations of the

target full and empty flask runs are equal) as

PT
(N - R ) - (N - R )

(Ay ? ; ( (NT + RT) - (N£ + R£) J '

by using Equation I I .8 and the identity NE + RE " N£ + RE» Here PT
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is the beam polarization for the target full run. This then gives

the analyzing power with the flask background subtracted.

The error in the background-corrected analyzing power given

by Equation 11.11 may be obtained by differentiating the equation

to obtain the errors associated with each terra and adding the

errors in quadrature. If Equation 11.11 is rewritten as

then the error associated with the corrected analyzing power is

given by

M - SQRT((-^-l2 + (-L^)
2
 + iL^lf) , (11.13)

' FT G P Gl P 2 GPT G
l PT

2 G

where

F - (NT - RT) - ̂  (NE - RE)

and

G - (NT + RT) - (NE + RE)
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Here AP̂ , is the uncertainty in the beam polarization for the target

full run and AF and AG remain to be determined.

The uncertainties associated with F and G may be determined

by calculating the uncertainties associated with each term in the

expressions for F and G and then adding the errors in quadrature.

The errors associated with each term are given by

A(NT + RT) = A(NT - RT) •= SQRT((ANT)
2 + (AR^.)2) , (II.Ha)

A(NE + RE) - A(NE - RE) - SQRT((ANE)
2 + (ARj.)2) , (11.14b)

and

PT A P T 2 PT ^PF 2
A( *) = SQRT(( * / + [-I*) ) , (11.14c)

PE FE PF
Z

where

ANj = Error in the normalized yield, target full, beam spin up,

ART = Error in the normalized yield, target fiul, beam spin down,

ANE = Error in the normalized yield, empty flask, beam spin up,

ARE = Error in the normalized yield, empty flask, beam spin down,

h¥j • Error in the beam polarization, target full,

APE » Error in the beam polarization, empty flask .
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The errore associated with the variables F and G may now be written

in terms of Equations II.14a-II.l4c:

o o o / T
£7 - S0RT((AN| + AR|) + (Nj. - R£)'' Af_J

'PE

P 9

(Ij | + AR2,)) (II.15a)

and

AG - SQRT((AN^ + AR|) + (AN| + A R | ) ) . (II.15b)

These expressions (Equations II.15a and II.15b), together with the

expressions for F and G may now be substituted into Equation 11.13

to obtain the expression for the error associated with the

corrected analyzing power in terms of the uncertainties in the

normalized yields and the uncertainties in the beam polarizations

for the target full and empty flask runs.
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APPENDIX III

A LISTING OF ASYMM2

A listing of the program ASYMM2 and the associated

subroutines follows. The program was used to calculate the

analyzing power and error using yields obtained from the recoil

detection system.
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c
C AOTBOR: H. BARLRT
C
C THIS PROCRAN CALCULATES CORRECTED ASYMMETRIES «BACKGROUHD
C BUnTRACTED* AND THE ASSOCIATED ERRORS FOR THK NEUTRON
C COUNTER ARRAY (OP TO 25 DETECTOR-') I'SED IN EXP3B5.
C ERRORS MAY BE SPECIFIED AS IHPUT INTO THE PROCRAW. IF
C HO ERRORS ARE SPECIFIED, THE ERROR IS ASSUMED TO BE TEE
C SORT (YIELD). ALL YIELDS ARE NORMALIZED TO ION
C CHAMBER »3.
C THE PROGRAM REQUIRES B DATA FILES AS INPUT. TWO COKTAIH
C TCT FULL AJID TCT EMPTY YIELDS AND F.RRORS(OPTIONAL). TWO
C OTHERS CONTAIN HOWMLIZAT1OW PARAMETERS AND BEAM POL. INTO.
C TUE FIFTH FILE SPECIFIES WHICH COUNTERS WILL BE DSF.D IN THE
C CALCULATION OF TBE ANALYZING POWER.
C
c
c

DTMF.NSION TCT(2S.8).EMP{2S,8),CTCT(2S.8).CEMP(25.BI
DIMF.IISIOK TCTFAC<6),EMPFAC(6),ST1.T(2S.8),SEHPC25.B>
DIMENSION KARRAY<25>.AYI2B.2),AYERR(25.2)
BYTE FILE(80).BFILE(Be).CFILEIBO)
BYTE AFILE<80)
BYTE lY.IN.IYYY.IWVW
DATA lYz-V/.m/'H'/
ZZZ-l.A
xxx^e.e
vw>«.»

c
c
C ZERO ALL DATA ARRAYS
C
C
IM DO 120 1*1,25

DO US J ' l ,8
STCT<i.J)«e.e
SF.npu,J)«e.e
TCT<i,j)»e.e
EMP(I,j><e.e

11* CONTINUE
KARRAY(I)«8
DO 115 LM.2
AYU,L>=«.«
AYERR(I,L>>«.«

MB CONTINUE
126 CONTINUE

DO 130 1M.6
TCTFAC(I)»O.»
EHPFAC<!)••.»

iae CONTINUE
130 WRITE (3,148)
C
C
C THIS IS HECESSARY BECAUSE 'NOR- A?" 'REV VERE SVITCHED TOR
C
c
C CYCLE 24
!4# FORMAT (37H WHICH CYCLE ARE DATA FROM? (12) )

READ (3.130.ERRM35.ENDM33) ICYC
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IM P0tWAT(I2>

IF <icrc.ua.24) zzz>-i.«
IS9 WRITE ( 3 , 1 6 8 )
166 FORMAT (4SH DO YOD WISH TO lHTtlT YIELD BOWIS? <T/JI) )

READ (3,I76,ERRM69.ERD=I89>IYYY
17* FORMAT ( A l )

IF UYYY.EQ.IY)XXXM.«
179 WRITE ( 3 . 1 8 6 )
I M FORMAT (4SH DO YOU WISH TO OTH COOTTER YIELDS? (Y/TO )

READ <3.I96.EBR*179,EHD*I79)IWWW
19* FORMAT(AI)

IF (IWWW.EQ.IY)VW'l.e
IF (XXX.EQ.1.6) CO TO 3 4 *

198 WRITE ( 3 . 2 0 9 )
2«e FORMAT (49H TCT. I * riLE THAT COKTAIJ1S YIELD9. IB FOMUTi

WRITE ( 3 . 2 1 6 )
3 1 * FORMAT (25H HHORH.HREV.PJtORM.FREV )

READ (3.226.ERR=I9S.E1IDM95) RCHARD.(BFILE(II.l«l.HCHARB1
226 FORMAT (O.8SAI )

OPF.N (OHIT'1 .TYFEK'OLD 1 .ACCESS'•SEQirEHTIAL1 .HAHE'BFILE)
J=l

S 3 * READ ( 1 . 2 4 « . EM><28«> TCT( J , I ) .TCT< J , 3 ) .TGT(J.8KTCT(J . 7 )
246 FORMAT ( 4 F 1 6 . 6 )

J = J«I
CO TO 236

2B6 CLOSE (UN1T*I>
25S WRITE (3.266)
266 FORMAT (6OH TCT. OUT FILE THAT COKTAIRS YIELDS. IF FORKATr )

WRITE (3.279)
276 FORMAT (23B BNORM, FREV , PNORM. PRrV )

READ <3.2CO.EFn=233.END=235) MCHARC,(CFILE(I),I>I.RCHARC)
2B6 FORMAT (O.aOAl)

OPEN <UN1T=I .TYPE'-OLD1 .ACCESS^SEQUEirTIAL- .RANE'CFILE)
DO 306 J*l.JMAX
RF.AD (l,2»6, END-316) EKP( J . I ) ,EMP( J.3) ,EHP( J ,8) ,EMP( J.7)

296 F0PJ1AT (4FI6.6)
366 CONTINUE
316 CLOSE (UBIT'I )

DO 330 1*1.JMAX
DO 320 .1*1.4
K*<2*J)-I
L=(2*J)
TCT(I,L)'SQHT(TCT(I ,K))
EMH I ,L)=SeRT(EHP( I ,K))

S26 CONTINUE
336 CONTIDUE

CO TO 476
346 WRITE ( 3 , 3 8 6 )
356 FORMAT <49H TCT. IH FILE THAT COHTAIHS YIELDS. Ill FORMAT' )

WRITE ( 3 . 3 6 6 )
36* FORMAT (39H HR.iniERR.mi.imERH.Pn.PHERR.PH.FRERR >

RF.VO (3,37e.ERH=340,END=348> NCHARB, (BFILE( I ) , l » l .IfCHARB)
37* FORMAT (Q.B6AI >

OPEN (OB1T»1 .TYPE'-OLD' .ACCESS*• SEQUENTIAL1 .RAHE'BFILE)
J=l

386 READ ( 1 , 3 9 6 , ERD>466) TCT( J , I ) ,TCT( J . 2 ) .TCT(J,3) .TCT( J . 4 ) ,TCT<J,8)
1 ,TCT(J,6) ,TCT(J,7) ,TCT<J.8)

396 FORMAT ( 8 F I 6 . « )
J-J«l
CO TO 386

466 CLOSE (UKIT'l)
JMAX=J-1
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445 WITS (3.4I«>
41* FORMAT (MB TCT. 00T FILE THAT CONTAINS TIELDSi III FWUlATi

WRITE (3,426)
42* FORMAT o w BF.HWEHn.nR.minui.PR.PHEWi.PB.rREiui >

READ (3.430.ERR*40S.Ejn>'405> NCHAHC. (CFIL£( I > , 1*1 .RCHAIIC)
43* FORMAT (Q.86A1)

OPEN (OBIT'l .TYPE""OLD' .ACCESS"•SEQUENTIAL' ,RAHE>CFILE>
DO 430 J'l ,JMAX
READ (1 .440. ERD«460> EHP( J. I > .EHF(J.2> .EHPM.S) ,EHP(J,4)
I.F.nP(J.B).EHP(J,6),EnP(J.7).EHP(J.a>

44* FORMAT (BFI0.0)
4M COHT1ITOE
46* CLOSE (UH1T»I>
c
c
C ALL REOTROR COUNTER YIELDS'HAVE K0V BEE5 READ 1R
C
C
<7» WHITE (3.48«)
«B» FOBJ1AT (39B TCT. lit FILE THAT CORTAIRS RON BAT* )

VRITF. ( 3 , 4 9 0 )
4 9 * FOIVLtT (32n RCF.RCF.POL.POLEHR. IC3R. IC3R >

READ (3 ,5ee .ERR'47».EKD-470) HCIHB.<FILE(I).1"1,HCHAB)
M « FOIVIAT (O.80AI)

OPEN (DH1T»1 .TVPE'^OLD" .ACCESS"•SEOUEBTIAL1 .RAHE'FILE)
DO 520 1*1.6
READ ( 1 . 3 1 6 . EnD*S3»)TCTFACn>

8 1 * FORMAT (F11.4>
82« CONTINUE
( 3 0 CLOSE ( i m i T ' l )
833 WRITE ( 3 . S 4 6 )
840 FORHAT (40H TCT. OUT FILE THAT C01TTAIRS RUR DATA )

WRITE ( 3 , 5 5 0 )
BW FORMAT (32H RCF.RCF.POL.POLERR. IC3K. IC3R )

RFAD <3.560.EKR*335,EIID?33S> NCHAR. ( F I L E d ) . 1 • ! .KCHAH)
B«« FORMAT (Q.BOAI)

OPF.N (tWIT'l .TYTE'-OLD1 .ACCESS*-SEOUENTIAL' ,RAHE>FILE)
DO 500 1*1.6
RKAD ( 1 , 5 7 0 , ERD*S9«> EMPFAC(I)

870 FORHAT ( F 1 I . 4 )
SB© C0NT11TUE
890 CLOSE (URIT'I)
c
c
C ALL DATA HAVE ROV BEEN READ IR A1TO WILL ROW DETEHMIWE WHICH
C DETECTORS ARE TO BE USED IN THE ASYMMETRY CALCULATIONS
C
c
899 WRITE (3,600>
«00 FORMAT (46H F1LETHAT CONTAINS DETECTOR #1S TO BE DSED? )

READ (3,6l0.ERn:395,Em>*395> NCHAR, (AF1LEII > . 1*1 .ITCRAR)
t)0 FORMAT (Q.B0A1)

OPEN (DRIT«J,TYPE«'OLD1 .ACCESS'•SEQUENTIAL' ,NAME»AFILE)
L<l

«20 READ (1,630, ERD*640) CARRAYIL)
630 FORMAT (12)

L*L+1
CO TO 620

•40 CLOSE (UNIT'l)
LHAX»L-1
IF (VW.EO.0.0) CO TO 670

G
C IF TEST ROT PASSED, FOLLOWINC ROUTINE SUMS 6PEC1F1ED COUNTERS
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DO 668 I ' I ,IJUX
J'KAKHAYII)
DO 656 L - l . 8
STCTl I ,L)»STCT( I .LI+TCT(J,L>
SEMPd .L)»SEHP(I.L)*EI1PIJ.L)

tue CONTINUE
» « • CONTINUE
C
c
C DETECTOR YIELDS HAVE NOW BEEN SUMMED
C
C GALL TO SUBHOirnjfE MBICB NORMALIZES YIELDS
C
C

M l
CALL CORRECT (STCT.SEMP,TGTFAC,EHPKAC.H.CTCT,CEHP>
CO TO 698

*7« DO 6B6 NM.JHAX
CALL CORRECT (TCT.EMP.TCTFAC.BIPFAC.K.CTCT.CEMP)

taa CONTINUE
co TO ?ee

c
C ALL YIELDS HAVE NOW BEEN NORMALIZED TO ION CHAMBER #3
C AND CORRECTED FOR DEAD TIMES.ETC.
C
C

K=l
6»8 CALL ASY (CTCT,CEMP.TGTFAC.EMPFAC.H.ZZZ.AY>

CO TO 720
7«6 DO 71« MM.LNAX

K=KARRAY(M)
CALL ASY (CTCT.CEHP.TCTFACEMPFAC.R.ZZZ.AY)

7 1 * CONTINUE
CO TO 7 3 0

72» CAU ASYE (CTGT.CEW.TGTFAC.EHPFAC.B.AYERR)
CO TO 741

7 3 * DO 746 FfM.LHAX
M-ICARRAY<H)
CALL ASYE (CTCT.CEHP.TCTFAC.EMI'FACll.AYERR)

7 4 8 CONTINUE
CO TO 861

741 WIJITK C2.742HCYC
742 FORMAT (TS.'CYCLE'1 , T I 3 . 1 2 . / - )

L=NCIIARB-4
WHITE ( 2 , 7 4 3 > ( B F f L E U ) , I ' L L )

743 FORMAT <T5.'TARGET IM R U N ' ' . T 2 I , < L > A l , / )
L=NCIIAHC-4
WRITE ( 2 , 7 4 4 ) (CFILE(I ) , I « I , D

744 FORMAT (TS.' EIOTY FLASK RUN*' ,T23, <L>AI ,/s/i
756 WHITE (2,755)
7S3 FORMAT (53H ASYMMETRY CALCULATION FOR THE SUM OF COUBTER •'8 =

WHITE (2,766) (KARRAY(I), IM.LMAX)
766 FOllMAT < <LMAX> 13,/-/)

WRITE (2.765)
769 FOKNAT (TSe.'TARCET IB1 ,T55 . •EMPTY FLASK'./)

WR1TK (2,770) TCTFAC< I ) ,IJ1PFAC( I )
77« F0IU1AT (T3,'WOIIM CORR FACTOR' ,T3I ,F6.4.T57.F6.4)

VHITi: (2,775) TCTFAC<2>.EMPFAC(2>
773 FOKMAT (T3.-HEV CORR FACTOJT ,T3I,F«.4.T37.F6.4)

WRITE (2,780) TCTFACO) .TCTFACC4) .HD-FACO) ,EHPFAC(4>
7iie FOKMAT (T3,'BEAM POLARIZATION'.T27.FS.4,'•/'-',FS.4,T53,rS.4,'•

' B
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WRITE ( 2 , 7 8 8 ) TCTFACIS) ,D!PFAC(8>
TBB FORMAT (T3.'RDN*H0RH I C 3 ' . T 3 e . F 8 . « . T 5 3 , r 8 . « )

WRITE ( 2 , 7 9 6 ) TCTFfcC<6),DIPFAC(«I
T»« FORMAT (T3,'R0N«REV I C 3 ' , T 3 e , F 8 . » . T S 5 . F 8 . » . / ' >

WRITE ( 2 . 7 9 5 )
7»8 FORMAT (T21.'TARCET 1H COU1TTER YIELDS' , / )

WHITE (2.aee>
IN FORHAT (T2.>COUinTRt .TIS.'HEUTROIMHOR)',T29,'REUTRffl»(REVr .T43

l.'PnOTOB(HOR)1 ,T56,>J>ROTOH(REV>' )
DO 820 IM.JMAX
WR1TF. <2,81«> I,TCT(l,l>,TCT(l,3>.TCT(I.8>.Tt7r<l,7)

• I * FORMAT (T6,l2.Tia.FI«.«.T27.Fl«.e.T4I.Fl«.e.TS4.F]«.»)
• 2 * CONTINUE

WRITE (2.828)
•28 FORMAT 1//1

VRITF. (2,B3«)
S3t FORMAT (T21,'EMPTY FLASK COmiTER YIELDS' ./I

WRITE (2,800)
DO 840 I'l.JHAX
WRITE (2.8I») I.EKPU.l ),EftP(l.3>.EnP(l .5),EHP(!.7)

• 4 * CONTIKUE
VR1TE <2,82B>
WHITF. (2.836)

036 FORMAT (T25. •CORRECTED ASYHHETRIES1 )
WRITE (2.853)

B8S FORMAT (Tl 5.' HF.UTROH' ,T46.' PROTON' )
WHITF. (2.B60) AV(I ,1 ) ,AVERR<I .1 t.AYd .2) .AYERRf I ,2)

86* FORM,\T (Til,F6.4.'+/•-' .F6.4.T37.F6.4 ,••/-' ,F6.4>
CO TO 980

861 WR1TK (2.862) I CYC
862 FORMAT ("5. 'CYCLE= ' ,T13.12./-)

L=tlCIIARB-4
WRITF. (2.863) (BFILE(I). I'LL)

8 6 3 FOIWAT (T5,'TARGET IK RUW=' ,T2I ,<L>A! . ' )
L=NCIIARC-4
WHITE ( 2 , 8 6 4 ) ( C F I L E ( I ) , I ' l . L )

864 FOnft\T (T5. 'EMPTY FLASK RU« = ' ,T23.<L>AI .//'/')
863 WRITF. (2.87fl>
870 FOiUMT (T3.'ASVHMZTRY CALCULATION FOR COmTTEH »S:'>

WRITF. (2.87S) (KARRAY(I). I-I.LHAX)
B75 FOIXMAT (<LH.\X>13.'V)

WRITE (2.765)
WRITE (2,776) TCTTAC(l),Em>FAC(l)
WRITE (2.773) TCTFAC(2),EHPFAC(2)
(.-RITF. (2,700) TCTFAC(3),TCTFAC(4),EHPFAC(3),EHPFAC(4)
KRITF. (2,783) TCTFAC(S) ,F.MPFAC(5)
WHITE <2,790) TCTFAi-.(t),E«PFAC<6)
WRITK (2.795)
VUITF. (2.800)
D<) OnO I'l.JHAX
WRITK (2.8I«) I,TCT(1,1).TCT(1.3).TCT(1,S),TCT(I,7)

as« corn* I RUE
WRITE (2,828)
WRITK (2.639)
WRITi: (2,B0«>
DO onS I'l,JNAX
WRITF. (2,8I«) I .EMPCI ,1 ).EMP(I,3),EMI"tI,0).EMP(I ,7)

BBS CONTIHUE
WRITE (2,828)
WRITE <2.83e>
WRITF. (2,887)

BB7 FORMAT (T2.'COUHTER1,T28,'REUTRON1,T4S.•PROTOB')
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no ats I'
J»KARRAY<I>
VHITE (2.B9S) J.AYU.I (.AYERJUJ.l >,AY<J.2>.AYDUUJ.2>

8»« FORMAT (TS.12,T2I,F«.4. 1+.'- 1 .F6.4.T41 ,F6 .4 . • • - ' - • .F6.4)
845 CONTINUE
* • • STOP

EHD
c
G
C
C
C
C SUBROUTINES
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
C SUBROUTINE TO NORMALIZE RAV FOLAAIKETER YIELDS
C

SOBROCTIRE CORRECT (AA.BB.CC.DD.M.FF.CC)
Dinr.NSlON AA(2S.B>.BB(2S.ai.FF(2S,a).CG(2S.8)
DlrlEHSIOIf CC<6).DD(6>
DO 2 ! ' l ,2
J<I«2
M » 4
L=l»6
FF<».I)'(*A(«.1)»CC«1)tSCCt5>
FFtn.KI* (AA(n.K»CC< 1 > )/CC(S)
FFtn,L)»(AA(M.L)«CC<2))xCC<6)

CC(n,J)'CBB<M.J>*Dif<2>>/'Dn<6>
CC(n,K)«(BB<n.K>»DU(l)>/DD(3)
CC(«.L)»(BB(M,L)*DD(2))/DD(6)

2 COHTIHUE
B.ETURJI
EKD

C
C
C
C
C
C
c
c
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCDUTE ARALYZTnC POVERS
C
c

SUBROUTINE ASY <AiB,C,D,H,F.C)
AI25.8) ,B(23,8),C(28,2)
C D 6

XA-C(3>/D<3>
DO 4 L«l,2
l L

P=(A(M.I)-A(H,J))-(XA*(B(H.I)-B(H.J))>
QMMF1.I )*A<H,J))-(B(N.l)+B(ff,J))
C(N,L)»<F»F)/tO«C<3)>
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4 COKTIITOE
RETURN
END

C
c
c
c
G
C
C
C
C
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE ERROR 1H ANALYZING WJOTS
C
c

SUBROUTINE ASYE (»,B.C,D.J1,F)
DIMENSION A(23.8),B(23.8).r(23.2).C(6),D(6)
DO 6 L'1.2
IML*4>-3
J'l+2

XA-(A(N,l>-A(N..I>)-(CD(3)xC(3))*(B(H.I>-B(H.J)))
XBMA(M,1 )*A(M.J))-(B(M.I )-»B(«.J))
XC=(A(H.ll)»A(H,11))*(*(»,JJ)»AtN,JJ))
XD=(B(«.11)*B<n.]I))*(B(H.JJ)«BCH,JJ))
XE=(C(3)«C<3))/-(DO)*D(3))
XT-XE*XD

XB-(C(3>*C(3)*D<4)*0(4>l/(D<3»0C3»D(31*D(3))
XI=XC«XH
XJ=(B(f1.l)-B(H.J))«(B(M.I)-B(B.JI)
XK=XJ»X1
XL'5QRT(XC+XK«XF>
Xn*SQRT(XC*XD)
WI=X1./<C<3)«XB>
XO'XN'XN
XP'(XA*XH)/'(C(3>sXB«XB>
Xa«XP*XP
X11=<X,\»C<4))/(C(3)»C(3)*XB)
XS=Xlt«XH
F < M. 1.1 'SORTC XO->XQ»XS >
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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